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About this guide
This guide is designed to help you understand how to use the SIM Information and Management
(SIAM) Portal. It describes the fields on each page and the SIM-related tasks you may need to perform.

Extra reading
For more information, see the online help: https://docs.eseye.com
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Standards and conventions
This guide uses consistent visual cues and standard text styles to help you locate and interpret
information easily.

Style Description

Note
Extra information or a recommendation related to the current topic.

Tip
Good-to-know information that helps users complete a procedure or
understand a topic.

Warning
Information that alerts the user about significant or critical actions or
outcomes.

Title names Window or section names, denoting a title, appear in italics.

Field or button name Element names in a user interface, for example fields and buttons,
appear in bold.

Ctrl+X; Ctrl+click A key combination with a plus sign separating two key names or a key
name and a mouse action, indicates that you hold down the first key
while pressing the second key or performing the mouse action.

Cross reference Title and
page

Cross references appear in italics, for example: For more information,
see Copyright on page 2. Select the cross reference to view it.

Hyperlinks Underlined cross references are hyperlinks to electronic forms of the
document. Select the hyperlink to open the cross reference.

AT Commands

Commands Command formats are displayed in monospaced typeface.

<Parameter> Angle brackets enclose the AT Command parameter, for example
<topic>. The brackets do not appear in the command line.

"ParameterString" Quotation marks enclose parameter strings.

CommandValue Italics in a command depicts values or examples that need replacing
with your specific parameters.

[CommandOptionalEntry] Square brackets display optional entries.

ATCommandResponse Returned responses to AT Commands are displayed in monospaced
bold typeface.

<ASCIICHARACTERS> Returned ASCII characters are in uppercase.
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About SIAM v3
The SIM Information and Account Management portal (SIAM) is a web interface that enables users to
manage SIM and account information. It contains all of the information about your SIM estate and
pulls live network data for your subscribers via Eseye's localised data centres.

Menus
The SIAM v3 user interface is organised into the following menus:

• SIMs – activate, suspend, terminate SIMs and manage SIM information.

• Settings – configure SIM packages, alert profiles, reporting profiles, devices and the messaging
API.

• Activity – configure notifications, alerts, reports and the messaging API.

• Admin – configure users, referral codes and sub accounts.

• Finance – view and edit finance settings, billing details and account transactions.

• Ordering – order new SIMs and manage order history and delivery addresses.

• Support – raise, view, edit and close support tickets.

• Account – view account-specific details, notifications, reports, alerts and audit logs.

Some menus are hidden based on user roles.
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Accessing SIAM v3
After purchasing Eseye SIMs and signing up for a SIAM v3 account, Eseye sends a verification email
with the following details:

• From: support@eseye.com

• Subject: Your Eseye SIM management account

• Body: Contains an account verification link

Before you can log in, you must verify the account via the link in the email.

To log in to SIAM v3:

1. Navigate to the following URL: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login/

2. Enter you supplied username and password and select Sign In.

3. If two factor authentication is enabled for your portfolio, specify an authentication code and
select Submit.

To log out of SIAM v3:

From the <Username> menu, select Logout.

To reset your SIAM v3 password:

1. Navigate to the following URL: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login/

2. Select Request password.
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3. Specify your Username or Email address and select Reset Password.

Eseye Support sends an email address with a link to reset your password.

4. Select the link in the Password Reset email.

5. Specify a new password and select Set new password.

To change your password in SIAM v3:

1. Log in to SIAM v3 then go to: <Username> > Details.

2. Select Change Password.

3. In the Change Password dialog box, type your Current Password.

4. Type a New Password.

5. Alongside Confirm New Password, type the new password again.

6. Select Update to save your changes.
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Managing user accounts
This section describes how to create new user accounts and sub accounts that can access Eseye tools
to manage the SIM estate. You require user accounts to access Eseye's SIM Information And
Management (SIAM) portal and developer APIs.

User accounts
User accounts restrict access to Eseye tools and APIs.

User roles in SIAM v3
SIAM v3 users are categorised into the following user roles: 

• Admin users can access all menus including the admin menu, which enables creating and
managing users, creating and sending referral codes, managing and using sub accounts.

All SIAM v3 accounts have at least one Admin user, which has permissions to add
additional users and sub accounts.

• Finance users can access and edit the Finance, Ordering and Support menus. Finance users also
receive an emailed copy of all invoices.

• Logistics users can access and edit the Ordering menu, and can view (but not edit) the Activity,
Settings and SIMs menus.

• Engineering users can access the Activity, Settings, SIMs and Support menus.

Each role has access to different areas of the SIAM v3 portal, as defined in the following table.

SIAM page Admin Finance Logistics Engineering

SIMs menu (SIM List, Bulk Activate, Bulk
Termination, SIM Audit Log)

Full
access

View only Full access

SIMs menu (Activate) Full
access

Full access

SIM List Actions (Bulk Action > Change Settings,
SIM Control Panel)

Full
access

Full access

SIM List Actions (SIM Summary, SIM Settings,
Network Settings, Contract Settings, Billing,
Messaging, Radius, NetFlow, Audit)

Full
access

View only Full access

Settings menu (SIM Packages, Alert Profiles,
Device Models, Reporting Profile, Messaging
API, Audit Log)

Full
access

View only Full access

Settings menu (Bulk Update and Bulk Activate) Full Full access
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SIAM page Admin Finance Logistics Engineering

access

Activity menu (Notifications, Alerts, Reports,
Messaging API)

Full
access

View only Full access

Admin menu (Users, Referral Codes, Sub
Accounts, Admin Audit Log)

Full
access

Finance menu (Overview, Details, Transactions,
Audit Log)

Full
access

Full
access

Ordering menu (Shop, Cart, Order History,
Delivery Address)

Full
access

Full
access

Full access

Support menu Full
access

Full
access

Full access Full access

Account menu (Account Details, Notifications /
Account Settings, Account Reports, Account
Audit Log)

Full
access

To change the user roles in SIAM v3:

1. Log in to SIAM v3 then go to: Admin > Users.

2. Use the check boxes to select the user roles for each user.

3. Select Save changes.
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Creating user accounts
To create a new SIAM v3 account:

1. Log in to SIAM v3 then go to: Admin > Users.

2. Select Add user.

3. Complete the fields on the User Details dialog.

Fields with an asterix are mandatory.

4. Select one or more credential check boxes: Admin, Finance, Logistics, or Engineering.

5. Select Save.

The User Details saves and closes. An automatic email is sent to the new user with the following
details:

• From: support@eseye.com

• Subject: Your account on https://siam3.eseye.com/

• Body: Contains an account verification link.

Sub accounts
Sub accounts are created by SIAM users with one or more customers who wish to use SIAM's
functionality. SIMs which are moved to a sub account will be separate from those in the parent
account, and any other child accounts. Sub accounts can be used to give customers access to a group
of SIMs, rather than the entire portfolio.
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Account users can log in as sub account users and use the SIAM portal as if they were the sub account
user.

Creating sub accounts
Creating sub accounts involves sending referral codes to new users who can then gain access to Eseye's
SIAM portal. The new users will only have access to SIMs allocated to the sub account.

Once created, you can only edit or delete sub accounts by contacting Eseye Support.

To create sub accounts in SIAM v3:

1. Log in to SIAM v3.

2. Create a referral code as follows:

a. Select Admin > Referral Codes.

b. Select Add Sub Account Referral Code, which displays the following dialog:

c. Specify a unique referral code, at least six characters in length, to send to the user.

d. Specify one of the following referral code types to send to the user:

• Single Use – creates a code for a sub account that can only be used once.

• Perpetual – creates a reusable code for sub accounts.

• Tie – creates a new user on your account.

e. Under Billing, select Sub Account.

f. Select Create.
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3. Send the referral code to the sub account user as follows:

a. On the Referral Codes pages page, select the message icon ( ).

b. Specify one or more email addresses to add to the sub account. Use a comma-separated
list for multiple addresses.

c. Select Send Email.

4. Wait for the user to validate the email.

To log in to a sub account:

1. Log in to SIAM v3 then go to: Admin > Sub Accounts.

2. Select alongside the relevant sub account.

3. Confirm that you want to log out of your current account.

SIAM logs in to the sub account, which has access to the SIMs, Settings, Activity, Admin and
Support menus.

To validate a sub account after receiving a referral code:

1. Check for an email from support@eseye.com with the following subject line: Invitation to set up
a SIM Management portal account.

2. Open the email and select the link to validate your account.

SIAM displays the Sign up account page.

Required fields are indicated by a red star [*]. Most fields are free text fields or dropdown
menus, the only fields with text rules are:

• Username – must be between 6 and 32 characters in length, and should contain only
letters, digits, '-', '_', or be a valid email address.

• Password – must be between 6 and 32 characters in length, and contain at least one
lower case letter, one upper case letter, and a numeric digit.

• Phone number flag – select the flag icon to select the appropriate international code for
your phone number.

3. Complete the fields on the Sign up account page, then select Sign up.
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Two factor authentication
Two factor authentication provides an additional layer of security by requiring two independent
authentication factors. The first authentication factor is your user credentials. The second
authentication factor requires a six-digit authentication code generated by a third-party authenticator
application that runs on the user's mobile phone. The authentication codes expire after a short time,
for example every 30 seconds.

We recommend using one of the following authentication applications:

• Google Authenticator

• Authy

• LastPass Authenticator

In SIAM, two factor authentication must be requested to be enabled for a portfolio. If enabled, all
users assigned to that portfolio will require two factor authentication when they log in. The first time
they log in after two factor authentication is enabled will trigger an email with instructions to use it.

To log in to SIAM for the first time with two factor authentication:

1. Navigate to the following URL: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login/

2. Enter you supplied username and password and select Sign In.

After the first successful log in, SIAM emails a QR code and two factor authentication
instructions to the user's email address.

All subsequent log in attempts will require the following additional step.

3. Specify an authentication code and select Submit.

To resend the two factor authentication QR code in SIAM:

1. Log in to SIAM as an Admin user.

2. Display the Admin > User menu (shown below).
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3. Next to the user to which to resend the QR code, select the icon.

SIAM emails a QR code and two factor authentication instructions to the user's email address.
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Managing SIMs
This section describes how to manage your SIMs through the SIM lifecycle, which includes:

• Changing SIM states below

• Updating SIM details below

• Creating SIM groups on the next page

• Ordering SIMs on page 14

• Activating SIMs on page 15

• Suspending SIMs on page 20

• Terminating SIMs on page 22

Changing SIM states
The SIM state can be change from one state to another as described in the SIM lifecycle.

To change individual SIM states in SIAM v3:

1. Go to: SIMS > SIMs List > Action

2. Select Change State.

3. In the Requested State drop-down menu, select the required action.

4. Select Request.

Updating SIM details
You can update SIM details using the:

• SIAM v3 portal, which enables you to:

• Update details for individual SIMs

• Bulk update details for SIMs

• Tigrillo API, which provides a setSIMDetail API command to update individual SIM details.

To update details for individual SIMs using SIAM v3:

1. Go to: SIMS > SIMs List > Action

2. Select Edit.

3. Edit the SIM Settings and select Save.

To bulk update details for multiple SIMs using SIAM v3:

1. Use the row check boxes to select the SIMs on which to perform the bulk action.

2. Below the results table, use the dropdown list to select Change Settings.
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3. Select Perform Bulk Actions to display to Bulk change SIM Settings dialog.

4. Update the required fields on the dialog and select Save.

5. Wait for the dialog to confirm the changes, then close the dialog.

Creating SIM groups
To configure a SIM Group name in SIAM v3:

1. Go to: SIMS > SIM List > Action

2. On the SIM Settings page, select Edit.

3. In the Group Name drop-down menu, select an existing group.

Alternatively, type the name of a new group. This will appear in the Group list when you
save your changes.

4. Select Save.

To assign a group to multiple SIMs in SIAM v3:

The first column in the SIM list is a checkbox.
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1. Select the checkbox alongside each SIM you want to assign the Group Name to.

Select the column header checkbox to select all SIMs in the list.

2. At the bottom of the SIM list, in the drop-down box, select Change Settings.

3. Select Perform Bulk Action.

The Bulk change SIM Settings form appears.

4. Using the Group drop-down menu, select the Group Name for the chosen SIMs.

Alternatively, type the name of a new group. This will appear in the Group list when you
save your changes.

5. Select Save to save your changes.

6. Close Bulk change SIM Settings.
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Ordering SIMs
The simplest way to order SIMs is via the SIAM v3 portal. This ensures that the SIMs you purchase are
linked to your account which saves you entering your delivery and payment details.

To order SIMs in SIAM v3:

1. Using SIAM v3, go to: Ordering > Shop.

2. In the Qty column, type the number of SIMs you want to purchase.

3. Select to add the items to your shopping cart.

4. Select (top right) to view the shopping cart.

5. If you want to adjust the amount, type the new amount in the Qty column, then select to

refresh the amount.

6. If you want to delete a purchase, select .

7. Select Checkout.

The Delivery Address page appears.

8. If required, select Edit this address to update the details.

9. Select Next Step.

The Billing Address page appears.

10. If required, select Edit this address to update the details.

11. Select Next Step.

The Options page appears.

12. Select a mandatory Delivery Method.

13. Type an Order Summary to help you identify the account.

14. Type your Purchase Order number, which will appear on the invoice.

15. Request a shipping date.

16. If required, type Additional Notes.

17. Select Next Step.

18. Review your order, then select Place Order.

Next, you must pay for the SIMs.
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Activating SIMs
A SIM must be activated before it can connect to a network. You can activate SIMs using the:

• SIAM v3 portal, which enables you to:

• Activate individual SIMs

• Bulk activate a box of SIMs (containing up to 200 SIMs with consecutive SIM numbers) 

• Bulk activate up to 5000 SIMs non-consecutive SIMs (using the bulk activation tool)

• Tigrillo API, which provides an activateSIMs API command to activate SIMs.

Activate individual SIMs
Activating individual SIMs uses the ICCID (SIM ID), which is typically printed on individual SIMs.

Before you begin
Before activating one or more SIM cards, you must:

• Have a signed Service Contract form agreeing to the associated costs.

• Ensure that all SIMs you want to activate in a single operation are of the same type (for
example, all AnyNet SIMs and no other operator-supplied SIMs).

• Associate the SIMs with a package, using the tariff ID.

• Ensure that the tariff ID is the same for all SIMs you want to activate at the same time.

• Ensure your payments are up to date.

• For bulk activations, ensure you have set up Groups, Device Models and Alert Profiles.

To activate individual SIMs using SIAM v3:

1. Log in to SIAM v3, then select SIMS > Activate.

2. If you have pre-provisioned SIMs, select the link above the SIM Activation table to insert the
SIMs into the table. For example:

3. For each SIM you want to activate, type the ICCID/SIM ID, the optional Friendly Name, and the
IMEI.
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4. If you require more lines, select Insert Line in the drop-down list, then select Perform Action.

To delete a line, select the checkbox alongside the relevant SIM. Select Delete Line in the drop-
down list, then select Perform Action. A confirmation box appears. Select Yes to remove the
line.

To duplicate a line, select the checkbox alongside the relevant SIM. Select Duplicate Line in the
drop-down list, then select Perform Action. A confirmation box appears. Select Yes to remove
the line.

5. Activate the SIM(s):

• To activate specific SIMs, select the check boxes alongside the relevant SIMs, then select
Activate Selected SIMs.

• To activate all the SIMs in the table, select Activate All SIMs.

The Activate SIM - Step 2 of 2 page appears.

6. Using the Select Compatible Package drop-down list, which only displays tariffs assigned to the
account, select the tariff to apply to all the SIMs.

7. Using the optional Group drop-down list, select the group name that will appear on invoices for
easy SIM identification.

8. Using the optional User Fields, type in free text to help further identify the SIMs.

9. Using the Device Model drop-down list, select the device model to which the SIMs are assigned.

10. Using the Alert Profile drop-down list, select the alert profile for the SIMs.

11. Select Activate Request to activate the SIMs.

The activation process can take up to 60 minutes.

When activated, the SIMs become live on the network.

Bulk activate a box of SIMs
Eseye provide SIMs in boxes of 200. The SIMs in each box have consecutive SIM numbers which
enables you to activate an entire box at a time using the first and last SIM numbers in the sequence of
200.
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Before you begin
Before activating one or more SIM cards, you must:

• Have a signed Service Contract form agreeing to the associated costs.

• Ensure that all SIMs you want to activate in a single operation are of the same type (for
example, all AnyNet SIMs and no other operator-supplied SIMs).

• Associate the SIMs with a package, using the tariff ID.

• Ensure that the tariff ID is the same for all SIMs you want to activate at the same time.

• Ensure your payments are up to date.

• For bulk activations, ensure you have set up Groups, Device Models and Alert Profiles.

To bulk activate a box of SIMs using SIAM v3:

1. Using SIAM, go to: SIMs > Bulk Activate.

2. In the Bulk SIM boxfull activation box, in the First field, type the lowest numerical SIM number
from the box to activate.

3. In the Last field, type the highest numerical SIM number from the box to activate.

You can activate up to 200 consecutive SIMs.

The final digit in the SIM number is a check digit. .

4. Select Activate.

The Activate SIM - Step 2 of 2 page appears.

5. Using the Select Compatible Package drop-down menu, select the agreed tariff to apply to all
the SIMs.

Only the tariffs assigned to the account are available for selection.

6. Using the optional Group drop-down menu, select the group name that will appear on invoices.

Groups can help identify SIMs.

7. Using the optional User Fields, type in free text to help further identify the SIMs.

8. Using the Device Model drop-down menu, select the device model to which the SIMs are
assigned.

9. Using the Alert Profile drop-down menu, select the alert profile for the SIMs.
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10. Select Activate Request to activate the SIMs.

The activation process can take up to 60 minutes. When activated, the SIMs become live on the
network.

Bulk activate SIMs using the bulk activation tool
SIAM v3 provides a bulk activation tool which enables you to active up to 5000 SIMs by uploading a list
of ICCID/SIM numbers.

Before you begin
Before activating one or more SIM cards, you must:

• Have a signed Service Contract form agreeing to the associated costs.

• Ensure that all SIMs you want to activate in a single operation are of the same type (for
example, all AnyNet SIMs and no other operator-supplied SIMs).

• Associate the SIMs with a package, using the tariff ID.

• Ensure that the tariff ID is the same for all SIMs you want to activate at the same time.

• Ensure your payments are up to date.

• For bulk activations, ensure you have set up Groups, Device Models and Alert Profiles.

To bulk activate SIMs using the SIAM v3 Bulk Activation tool:

1. Using SIAM, go to: SIMs > Bulk Activate.

2. In the Bulk Activation box, use the Select Compatible Package drop-down menu to select the
agreed tariff to apply to all the SIMs.

Only the tariffs assigned to the account are available for selection.

3. Using the optional Group drop-down menu, select the group name that will appear on invoices.

Groups can help identify SIMs.
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4. In the ICCID box, paste the list of SIM numbers you want to activate, one per line.

You can paste up to 5000 non-consecutive SIM numbers.

Select Clear to remove all ICCID values from the list.

5. Select Activate SIM to activate the SIMs.

The activation process can take up to 60 minutes. When activated, the SIMs become live on the
network.
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Suspending SIMs
Suspending a SIM disables all services on it (i.e. Data, SMS and Voice), although you will still be charged
the agreed monthly tariff. A suspended SIM is still provisioned. To re-enable services (i.e. Data, SMS
and Voice), the SIM should be unsuspended.

Unsuspending a SIM can only be achieved after at least two hours of suspension because the
suspension process may take up to two hours to complete.

You can suspend SIMs using the:

• SIAM v3 portal, which enables you to:

• Suspend or unsuspend individual SIMs

• Bulk suspend SIMs (via email)

• Tigrillo API, which provides suspendSIMs and unsuspendSIMs API commands to
suspend/unsuspend SIMs.

Suspending individual SIMs
You can suspend or unsuspend SIMs by changing the SIM state in SIAM v3.

To suspend an individual SIM using SIAM v3:

1. Go to: SIMS > SIMs List > Action .

2. Select Change State.

3. In the Requested State drop-down menu, select Suspend SIM.

4. Select Request.

The suspension process takes up to two hours. When suspended, the SIM will continue
to connect to the network, and service charges will continue.

To unsuspend an individual SIM using SIAM v3:

You can only unsuspend a SIM after it has completed the suspension process (this takes up to
two hours). When unsuspended, the SIM will authenticate on the network, and can use
available services.

1. Go to: SIMS > SIMs List > Action

2. Select Change State.

3. In the Requested State drop-down menu, select Reactivate SIM.

4. Select Request.
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Suspending SIMs in bulk
You can only bulk suspend SIMs via email.

To suspend multiple SIMs via email:

1. Use this email link, or create your own email.

2. Add the following information:

• SIAM account username.

• List of SIM ICCIDs you want to suspend (without quotation marks).

• I understand that Service Charges will continue for these SIMs.

3. Send the email to support@eseye.com.
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Terminating SIMs
When a SIM is terminated, the SIM stops connecting to the network. Service charges will stop unless
the SIM is in contract, in which case you are liable for the rest of the service charges up until the end
date of the contract.

Termination is not instant – Eseye must verify the termination. There may also be cancellation
costs associated with terminating a SIM.

Once a SIM is terminated it can be re-provisioned by changing the state.

You can terminate SIMs using the:

• SIAM v3 portal, which enables you to:

• Terminate individual SIMs

• Bulk terminate up to 5000 SIMs non-consecutive SIMs (using the bulk termination tool)

• Tigrillo API, which provides a terminateSIMs API command to terminate SIMs.

Terminating individual SIMs
To terminate an individual SIM requires you to identify the SIM using its ICCID (SIM ID).

To terminate an individual SIM in SIAM v3:

1. Using SIAM, go to: SIMs > SIMs List.

2. Use the search fields to find the SIM to terminate.
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3. For the SIM to terminate, in the Actions column, select the icon to display the network

settings for the SIM.

4. Select Change State.

5. In the Requested State drop-down menu, select Terminate SIM.

6. Select Request.

SIMs that are not in contract are queued for termination. Termination is not instant –
Eseye must verify the termination.

Terminating SIMs in bulk
You can terminate up to 5000 non-consecutive SIMs at a time using the Bulk Termination tool.

To bulk terminate SIMs in SIAM v3:

If you terminate SIMs that are currently in contract, you are liable for the rest of the service
charges up until the end date of the contract.
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1. Using SIAM, go to: SIMs > Bulk Termination.

2. In the ICCID box, paste the list of SIM numbers you want to terminate, one per line.

You can paste up to 5000 non-consecutive SIM numbers.

Select Clear to remove all ICCID values from the list.

3. Select Terminate to terminate the SIMs.

SIMs that are not in contract are queued for termination. Termination is not instant – Eseye
must verify the termination.

SIMs that are currently in contract will incur further service charges.

4. If a warning appears listing in contract SIMs, and you want to continue with the termination,
select Terminate All SIMs.

You will receive a separate termination invoice with the remaining service charges in one lump
sum, unless you have made a prior alternative arrangement with Accounts.
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Monitoring SIMs and devices
This section describes how to monitor your SIMs and devices, including:

• Managing Alerts on page 26

• Managing Reports on page 29

• Locating devices using a cellular connection on page 63

• Displaying SIM Timelines on page 66

Viewing aggregated connection and data flow
metrics
The Margay tool enables you to observe patterns, problems and anomalies with your network
performance, using a web interface or the Margay API. You can access connection metrics, such as
authentication and data throughput statistics, and display these by geographic region for a specified
time period.

Monitoring tools in SIAM v3
The SIM Actions on the SIMs > SIM List page also enable you to monitor the following:

• Billing information including data, SMS and voice usage.

• Messaging usage including SMS, USSD and API messages.

• RADIUS authentication information including session timings and MCC/MNC values.

• NetFlow data including traffic flow and volume per SIM.

• Connectivity using the Control Panel which can send ping messages to the device.
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Managing Alerts
In this section, you will learn how to set up Alert Profiles for your SIAM v3 account.

We highly recommend you set up SIM alerts to notify you when SIM usage exceeds data limits within a
calendar month.

You can also set up alerts to automatically suspend SIMs when their usage goes beyond the limits you
set. This prevents excessive and unexpected charges to your account.

You can receive SIM alert notifications via SIAM and via email.

Viewing alerts
To view alerts in SIAM v3:

Go to: ACTIVITY > Alerts

OR

Go to: SIMS > SIM List

If a SIM has breached data limits defined in an alert, these are displayed in the SIM List Alert column:

Using alert profiles
To create an alert profile in SIAM v3:

Go to: SETTINGS > Alert Profiles

1. Select Add New Alert Profile

2. Type a Profile name.

3. Select the Default Profile check box if you want this profile to become the default profile for
newly activated SIMs.

4. Set up the financial, data, messaging and device alerts for this profile.

5. Select Save.

The profile saves and closes.
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To assign an alert profile to an individual SIM in SIAM v3:

1. Go to: SIMS > SIMs List > Action

2. On the SIM Settings form, select Edit.

3. Using the Alert Profile drop-down menu, select the Alert Profile for the SIM.

4. Select Save to save your changes.

5. Close SIM Settings.

To assign an alert profile to multiple SIMs in SIAM v3:

1. Using SIAM v3, go to: SIMS > SIM List

2. Select the checkbox alongside each SIM you want to assign an Alert Profile to.

Select the column header checkbox to select all SIMs in the list.

3. At the bottom of the SIM list, in the drop-down box, select Change Settings.

4. Select Perform Bulk Action.

The Bulk change SIM Settings form appears.

5. Using the Alert Profile drop-down menu, select the Alert Profile for the chosen SIMs.

6. Select Save to save your changes.

7. Close Bulk change SIM Settings.

To view or edit an alert profile in SIAM v3:

1. Go to: SETTINGS > Alert Profiles

2. Alongside the Alert Profile you want to edit, select .

Enabling email alerts
To enable SIM alert emails in SIAM v3:

If an account has multiple users, then each user must set up this feature if they want to
receive alerts via email.
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1. Go to: <Username> > Notifications

2. In the Alert Profile Notifications box, select the Enable Alert Notification check box.

3. Select Update to save your changes.

Alert notification emails are sent to the Account holder's email address.

To view or edit your email address, go to: <Username> > Details
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Managing Reports
Eseye generate monthly reports, which help you to better understand your SIM estate. These detail:

• A range of information about the SIMs, such as data usage, costs involved, current SIM status,
and location, and so on.

• Information about network connectivity.

• SIAM account usage and audit trails to keep staff accountable.

You can access all these reports using SIAM. You need permission to see specific reports.

Creating report profiles
To create a report profile in SIAM v3:

1. Go to: SETTINGS > Reporting Profile

2. Select Add New Report Profile

3. Type a Profile Name.

4. Select the Default Profile check box if you want this profile to become the default profile for
newly activated SIMs.

5. Select the Enable checkbox for each report you want to generate.

6. Select a report frequency using the Interval drop-down menu.

7. Select Save.

The profile saves and closes.

8. If you edit the profile, the Run Now action is available to generate the report immediately.

Managing report profiles
To view a report profile:

1. Go to: Activity > Reports

2. Alongside the report you want to see, select a format to instantly download.

The following formats may be available, depending on the report:

To edit a report profile:

1. Go to: Settings > Reporting Profile

2. Alongside the Report Profile you want to edit, select .
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To enable report notification emails:

If an account has multiple users, then each user must set up this feature if they want to
receive email notifications that a report has become available in SIAM.

1. Go to: <Username> > Notifications

2. In the Report Profile Notifications box, select the checkbox alongside the notifications you want
to receive for:

• SIM Admin Reports – reports describing what was done to the SIM

• SIM Usage Reports – reports describing service used by the SIM

3. Select Update to save your changes.

Report notification emails are sent to the Account holder's email address.

To view or edit your email address, go to: <Username> > Details

Assigning report profiles to SIMs
To assign a report profile to an individual SIM:

1. Go to: SIMS > SIMs List > Action

2. On the SIM Settings form, select Edit.

3. Using the Report Profile drop-down menu, select the Report Profile for the SIM.

4. Select Save to save your changes.

5. Close SIM Settings.

To assign a report profile to multiple SIMs:

1. Using SIAM v3, go to: SIMs > SIM List

2. Select the checkbox alongside each SIM you want to assign the Report Profile to.

Select the column header checkbox to select all SIMs in the list.

3. At the bottom of the SIM list, in the drop-down box, select Change Settings.
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4. Select Perform Bulk Action.

The Bulk change SIM Settings form appears.

5. Using the Report Profile drop-down menu, select the Report Profile for the chosen SIMs.

6. Select Save to save your changes.

7. Close Bulk change SIM Settings.

Finance Reports
The following finance reports help you to understand your agreed contract and current costs across
your entire SIM card estate, or per SIM card:

• Summary invoice

• Detailed invoice

• Account statement report

• SMS billing activity

• Service contract
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Summary Invoice (PDF)
Billing overview for your SIM card estate. The amount owing is summarised on the first page of this
report and the total (including VAT) is listed under the TOTAL field. You may want to print the first
page (shown below) financial overview to keep on record.
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The Eseye-specific payment information is also provided on the first page.

If the estate is under 1000 SIMs, a list of individual SIM card costs is summarised in the PDF. If the
estate is over 1000 SIM cards, these records are not provided in the PDF. Use the Detailed Invoice to
view the individual SIM card records instead, and to see more details about each SIM card.
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If pooled usage is applied to the current invoice, the section below is also displayed in the billing
report. Data, SMS, or Voice charges are listed if the usage is in excess of the pooled allowance. You can
see further details in the CSV file (detailed invoice), for example: which package the charge was made
against.

To generate the report:

• Automatically generated by Eseye.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Finance > Transactions to display the Transactions page.

2. Alongside Invoice, select .

Detailed Invoice (CSV)
Detailed billing invoice for your SIM card estate, reporting accounts for each ICCID with details
including charge type (Data, SMS, or Voice), charge amount in a chosen currency, charge period,
activation, current MCC.

Use this file to analyse your data usage and examine trends.

The detailed invoice CSV contains the following fields: Invoice date, Item reference, ICCID, MSISDN,
Data MSISDN, Package ID, Package, Package item ID, Description, Start, Stop, Quantity, Currency, Rate,
Amount, Friendly name, Group name, Activated, Bundle quantity, In bundle quantity and MCC.

To generate the report:

• Automatically generated by Eseye.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Finance > Transactions to display the Transactions page.

2. Alongside Invoice, select .
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Account Statement Report (PDF)
Billing statement that enables you to quickly see any outstanding balance owed to Eseye. Your
connectivity will cease functioning when bills are unpaid.

To generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Account > Reports to display the Account Reports page.

2. Select the Enable checkbox for each report you want to generate.

3. Select Run Now to generate the report.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. In SIAM, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Account Statement Report, select .
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SMS Billing Activity (PDF, CSV)
Displays Data, SMS, and Voice activity for an individual SIM, including start and stop date time stamps,
usage quantity and cost information.

Use the CSV file to analyse your data usage and examine trends.

To find and generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select SIMs > SIM List to display the SIM List page.

2. Alongside a SIM card, select to display the Billing page.

3. To download the information in a particular format, select either: or .
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Service Contract (PDF)
Your service contract with Eseye contains agreed costs per SIM card, such as monthly charge, purchase
charge, activation charge, and networking type.
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The terms also include your designated countries for Zones 1, 2 and 3, and the costs for bundled and
out of bundle usage for Data, SMS, and Voice, as well as contract length.

To find the document in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Settings > SIM Packages to display the SIM Packages page.

2. Alongside the Package ID, select .

Audit Reports
The following audit reports give you visibility on your user interactions with the SIAM portfolio and the
SIM card estate:

• Account audit report

• Finance audit report

• Logistics audit report

• Packages audit report

• Profiles audit report
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• Messaging audit report

• Networking audit report

• SIM audit report

• SIM audit log per SIM

• SIM audit log for the estate

Account Audit Report (PDF)
Date and time stamps user access to the account, as well as notifications sent. Use this file to track
SIAM access and who is responsible for received notifications.

To generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Account > Reports to display the Account Reports page.

2. Select the Enable checkbox for each report you want to generate.

3. Select Run Now to generate the report.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Account Audit Report, select .
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Finance Audit Report (PDF)
Date and time stamps user changes to billing information, such as password and address updates, or
payment method approval and so on.

To generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Account > Reports to display the Account Reports page.

2. Select the Enable checkbox for each report you want to generate.

3. Select Run Now to generate the report.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Finance Audit Report, select .

Logistics Audit Report (PDF)
Date and time stamps user activity on an order, such as when the order is placed, shipping prepared,
or dispatched.
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To generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Account > Reports to display the Account Reports page.

2. Select the Enable checkbox for each report you want to generate.

3. Select Run Now to generate the report.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Logistics Audit Report, select .

Packages Audit Report (PDF)
Date and time stamps when a signed Service Contract form is uploaded on a SIM package, and the user
responsible for the change.

To generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Account > Reports to display the Account Reports page.

2. Select the Enable checkbox for each report you want to generate.

3. Select Run Now to generate the report.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Packages Audit Report, select .
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Profiles Audit Report (PDF)
Date and time stamps user activity on the Reporting Profile, such as when a new profile is created or
edited.

To generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Account > Reports to display the Account Reports page.

2. Select the Enable checkbox for each report you want to generate.

3. Select Run Now to generate the report.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Profiles Audit Report, select .
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Messaging Audit Report (PDF)
Date and time stamps user activity on the SMS API or against an individual SIM card, such as password
and MO POST URL changes.

To generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Account > Reports to display the Account Reports page.

2. Select the Enable checkbox for each report you want to generate.

3. Select Run Now to generate the report.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Messaging Audit Report, select .
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Networking Audit Report (PDF)
Details network changes, such as assigned IP addresses. This report gives system administrators
visibility of network changes to help assess the impact of those changes on devices.

To generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Account > Reports to display the Account Reports page.

2. Select the Enable checkbox for each report you want to generate.

3. Select Run Now to generate the report.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Networking Audit Report, select .
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SIM Audit Report (PDF)
Details alert triggers on specified SIMs, and to whom they were sent. This is helpful for tracking high
usage SIM cards and limiting costs, as well as who is responsible for the SIM cards.

To generate the report in SIAM:

• See Creating report profiles.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside SIM Audit Report, select .
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SIM Audit Log – per SIM (PDF, CSV)
Details every action taken and change made to a selected SIM card by description, date, user and
reference. For example, a new SIM audit log entry is added when a SIM is queued for provisioning or
for every usage alert that is triggered on the SIM.

To find and generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select SIMs > SIM List.

2. Alongside a SIM card, select to display the SIM Audit Log on page 119.

3. To download the information in a particular format, select either: or .

SIM Audit Log – Estate (PDF, CSV)
Details every action taken and change made across your SIM card estate by description, date, user and
reference.
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To find and generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select SIMs > Audit Log.

2. To download the information in a particular format, select either: or .

Estate Reports
The following estate reports help you administer your current SIM card estate, giving you a breakdown
of individual SIM card usage and details, as well as contract terms, network changes, and SIM card
status, authentication, and location information:

• Account snapshot report

• Estate report

• Group usage report

• No data used report

• SIM settings report

• SIM location report
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Account Snapshot Report (CSV)
Lists portfolio details, including active users, current packages, total data usage. This report gives you a
broad understanding of the data your SIM card estate consumes, and who is accessing the estate.

To generate the report in SIAM:

• See Creating report profiles.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Account Snapshot Report, select .
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Estate Report (CSV)
Reports details about each SIM card in the portfolio estate, including current status, data usage in the
last month, last authenticated, country, last IMEI.

This report is helpful for tracking and managing individual SIM cards. Use the CSV file to analyse your
data usage and examine trends.

To generate the report in SIAM:

• See Creating report profiles.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Estate Report, select .

Group Usage Report (PDF)
Graph displaying daily data usage across all SIM cards, showing devices using the least data and devices
using the most data.
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This graph can help you analyse your data and troubleshoot changes in data usage.
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Reports are generated for all SIMs (above) or for SIMs on specific packages (below).

To generate the report in SIAM:

• See Creating report profiles.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Group Usage Report, select .
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No Data Used Report (CSV)
Details the ICCID and MSIDSN of active devices that have not used any data in the past month,
including SIM status and where the device was last seen. This report helps you to troubleshoot device
issues, or understand device usage, which can inform your decisions about the device.

To generate the report in SIAM:

• See Creating report profiles.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside No Data Used Report, select .
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SIM Settings Report (PDF, CSV)
Contains general information about an individual SIM card, including friendly name, users, IMEI, Alert
Profile and Report Profile. This can feed into the administration and change management of the
individual SIM cards.

To find and generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select SIMs > SIM List.

2. Alongside a SIM card, select to display the Settings page.

3. To download the information in a particular format, select either: or .
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SIM Location Report (PDF)
World graphic displaying number of devices per country for all SIM cards in your estate. This visual
representation helps you to understand the geographic spread of your SIM card estate, which may help
you plan for expansion into other countries, or within a specific country.

To generate the report in SIAM:

• See Creating report profiles.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside SIM Location Report, select .
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Status and Connectivity Reports
The following status and connectivity reports hold information about a SIM card’s status and
connection activity so that you can understand the SIM card’s current performance: 

• SIM contract settings

• Suspension and termination report

SIM Contract Settings (PDF, CSV)
Lists a SIM card’s status, activation and termination dates, and package, contract and costs
information, for administrative purposes.

To find and generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select SIMs > SIM List.

2. Alongside a SIM card, select to display the Contract settings on page 111.

3. To download the information in a particular format, select either: or .
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Suspension and Termination Report (PDF, CSV)
Details when a SIM card status was initiated, including all activations, terminations, manual
suspensions, and alerted suspensions, by ICCID and MSISDN.

To generate the report in SIAM:

• See Creating report profiles.

To find the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select Activity > Reports to display the Reports page.

2. Alongside Suspension and Termination Report, select or .

Diagnostic Reports
The following diagnostic reports help you to detect network and SIM card issues, and to track data
usage to identify connectivity problems:

• SIM summary report

• SIM RADIUS activity report

• SIM NetFlow activity report

• SIM network settings report

• SIM messaging activity report
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SIM summary (PDF, CSV)
Gives details about the SIM card, including the latest connection and location details, IMEI, last data
session datetime stamp and data usage, cumulative data usage for the month, and last voice and
messaging events.

To find and generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select SIMs > SIM List.

2. Alongside a SIM card, select to display the Summary of activity page.

3. To download the information in a particular format, select either: or .
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SIM RADIUS Activity (PDF, CSV)
Shows SIM card data sessions, including start and stop times, data usage, IMSI and network operator.

Use this report to identify trends in your network usage and identify networking issues. For example,
poor signal strength is often indicated where a device is constantly switching networks.

To find and generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select SIMs > SIM List.

2. Alongside a SIM card, select to display the RADIUS page.

3. To download the information in a particular format, select either: or .

SIM NetFlow Activity (PDF, CSV, PNG)
Graphic reporting daily data flows in kilobytes to a SIM card (MT) and from the SIM card (MO) either:

• Per day for a selected month

• Per hour for a selected day

• Per minute for a selected hour
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Use this report to understand data usage and changes in SIM card behavior, which may be a result of
network issues.

To find and generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select SIMs > SIM List.

2. Alongside a SIM card, select to display the NetFlow page.

3. To download the information in a particular format, select either: , or .
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SIM Network Settings (PDF, CSV)
Displays the current status and network information (IMSI, MSISDN, and if relevant, IP address) for an
individual SIM. Use this report to understand your device connectivity. This report can feed into other
reports to check if network changes have occurred that may affect the device.

To find and generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select SIMs > SIM List.

2. Alongside a SIM card, select to display the Network settings page.

3. To download the information in a particular format, select either: or .
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SIM Messaging Activity (PDF, CSV)
Contains details about every SMS sent and received per MSISDN, as well as message status (such as
Delivered) and Text details. Use this report to track SMS usage per SIM card.

To find and generate the report in SIAM:

1. From the menu, select SIMs > SIM List.

2. Alongside a SIM card, select to display the Messaging page.

3. To download the information in a particular format, select either: or .
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Managing Notifications
You can set up various system notifications to email you when any of the following events occur:

• New products and upgrades

• Purchase orders

• Reported network issues and maintenance

• Reported SIAM application portal issues

• Reported management issues

• User permission changes

Creating notifications
To set up notifications in SIAM v3:

1. Go to: <Username> > Notifications.

2. Select the Enable checkbox for each notification you want to receive.
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Locating devices using a cellular connection
You may require device tracking for all your devices, including those that exist in a fixed location.

Eseye can locate devices using a cellular connection in the following ways:

• Country location service

• Standard location service

• Premium location service

Country location service
Provides the last recorded country in which the device was located, for billing purposes. Eseye records
the three-digit Mobile Country Code (MCC) with each billable event so that the activity is billed
correctly. For more information, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_country_code.

The system uses a variety of sources for this information, and updates when new information becomes
available.

This feature is included in your monthly service charge. You can view MCC information using the CSV
invoice, SIM Summary in the SIAM portal, or JSON API.

The SIM summary in the SIAM portal displays location information as follows:

Standard location service
Provides an approximate location using information supplied by the mobile networks when the device
authenticates on Eseye RADIUS servers.

The system uses a number of cell lookup databases, which update periodically with location
information. The information varies – sometimes the network supplies a good approximation of the
location, at other times only the country is available. Occasionally, no information is supplied at all.

This feature is included in your monthly service charge. This information is only available using the SIM
Summary on the SIAM portal. If Location Area Identity (LAI) and Cell Identification (CI) information are

available, you can view the device location on a map. Select to view the map:
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Premium location service
Provides approximate device coordinates, both latitude and longitude, using information from the
Home Location Register (HLR) and by performing a cell tower lookup from an application on the SIM. If
the device is offline, then the last recorded location is used.

The Premium location service has a monthly subscription charge. This information is only available
using the JSON Location API. As part of the service, users can also register to receive an HTTP POST
notification if the location information changes. The Location API displays location information as
follows:

For information about Location API, see the Location API 1.0 Developer Guide (PDF).

If you want to subscribe to the Location API, speak to your Account Manager.

Comparison of available location services
Country location Standard location Premium

location

Detail
supplied:

Mobile Country
Code (MCC)

Map view Latitude/
longitude
coordinates

Interface: CSV invoice, SIM
Summary in the
SIAM portal, or via
JSON API

SIM Summary in the SIAM portal On request/
push using
the Location
API

Availability: Last billing record Last authentication On demand
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Country location Standard location Premium
location

from host network

Resolution: Country Variable, depending on available network
information. Maximum resolution: up to two
decimal places of the latitude and longitude

Full latitude
and longitude

Cell database
used:

N/A Standard Premium
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Displaying SIM Timelines
The SIM Timelines feature provides an interactive graphical view of the previous 24 hours of
connectivity, messaging and data usage for a SIM. After displaying the timeline for a SIM, you can:

• Show or hide information

• Zoom in to specific times

• Display detailed information for specific data points

All times shown on the SIM timeline are in UTC.

The SIM timeline displays the following:

• Chosen ICCID – displays the ICCID of the SIM for this SIM timeline.

• Reset view – select to reset the SIM timeline view to the initial display.

• Export or print – select to export the current view of the SIM timeline to an image (PNG, JPEG,
SVG or PDF formats supported) or to print the current view of the SIM timeline.

• Status – displays the current status of the SIM timeline:

• – successful download of SIM data.

• – error downloading some data. Hover on the icon to see a breakdown of the data

that failed to download.

• Timeline information – displays data related to the selected data point on the SIM timeline. For
example, in the screenshot above, the timeline information pane displays the RADIUS
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authentication data for the selected data point (circled in the above screenshot).

• Data series timelines – see data series timelines.

• IMSI status timelines – see IMSI status timelines.

• Data usage timelines – displays the number of bytes uploaded (shown in red) and downloaded
(shown in green).

To display a SIM timeline for a SIM:

1. Log in to the SIAM v3 user interface.

2. Go to: SIMS > SIMs List.

3. On the table row containing the ICCID of the required SIM, under Action select

(SIM Control Panel).

The SIM must be in an active state to display the SIM Control Panel.

4. On the SIM Control Panel, select SIM Timeline.

The SIAM v3 user interface opens a new tab and loads the SIM timeline for the selected SIM.

To show or hide a timeline data series:

Select the name of the data series in the margin.

This can be useful to hide the RADIUS authentication data points, which can negatively impact
the performance of the SIM timeline.

To zoom in to a specific time on the timeline:

Perform one of the following:

• Hold the CTRL key then left-click and drag your cursor across the region of the timeline to
enlarge.

• Use the scroll wheel on your mice to zoom in and out of the timeline.

To display more information about a data point on the SIM timeline:

Select a data point (or series) on the timeline to display additional information about the data point (or
series) in the Timeline information pane.

Data series timelines
Displays multiple network and messaging data series for the SIM. The colour of the data points for the
Audit, RADIUS auth, Data session and Location update series represent different service networks.

The following table describes the data series available on the SIM timeline.

Data series Description

Audit Each data point represents an audit log entry for a change to the SIM lifecycle
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Data series Description

state.

RADIUS
authentication

Each data point represents a successful RADIUS authentication performed by
the SIM.

Data session Displays the start and end points of each data session.

Location update Each data point represents a location update. Select a data point to display time
stamp and status information retrieved from the live network via the
MAP protocol.

SMS MO Each data point represents a successful mobile originated SMS sent by the SIM.

SMS MT Each data point represents a successful mobile terminated SMS received by the
SIM.

USSD Each data point represents a successful USSD message received by the SIM.

OTA Each data point represents a successful over-the-air (OTA) message received by
the SIM.

Voice Displays the start and end of every voice session.

IMSI status timelines
Displays the status of individual IMSIs in the SIM over time.

The following table describes the data series on the IMSI status timelines.

Data
series

Description

Package Displays the package assigned to the SIM. Select the package data series to display
package information in the timeline information pane.

<IMSIs> Displays the provisioning status of the IMSI, where the colour of the data points and
lines differ for each IMSI provider.

Solid lines represent activated IMSIs and dotted lines represent provisioned but inactive
IMSIs.

Last
active
IMSI

Displays the active IMSI in the SIM with each data point representing a change to a
different IMSI. The colour of the data points and lines matches the colour of the
individual IMSI series.

This data series is calculated from the RADIUS authentication and Location
update data series which must be visible. If either of these data series are
disabled, the last active IMSI data will not display correctly.
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About Billing
Eseye has a complex billing system that calculates the charges for each customer's SIM estate. Each
customer has a unique set of Service Contracts that defines the packages provided to them and the
costs involved, which are tailored to their exact requirements. This document describes some of the
more complex billing options that are available, and how these are calculated.

Eseye standard terms and conditions
You can view the latest billing terms and conditions here: Standard Terms and Conditions.
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Viewing an invoice
Eseye invoices are sent via email. If you have not received an invoice, ensure your Billing Contact
Details are correct in SIAM.

For more information, see Editing your SIAM contact details on page 75.

To view an invoice:

1. Log in to SIAM: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login

2. Select Finance > Transactions.

Account transactions are listed in chronological order, with the most recent transaction first.

3. Expand the number of results returned to 100 per page.

4. In the Type column, locate the relevant Invoice.

5. Alongside the Invoice, in the Actions column, select any of the following icons to view the file:

Download the invoice for viewing in your default PDF application.

Open the invoice in your browser window for printing without downloading it.

Download a detailed CSV file, containing a cost breakdown.

Download an XML invoice.

Immediately email the invoice to yourself as an attached PDF.

See the back of this guide for detailed examples of the PDF and CSV invoices.For examples of
the PDF and CSV invoices, see PDF Invoice Example.pdf or CSV Invoice Example.pdf.
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Making a payment
You can pay Eseye using the following methods through the SIAM portal:

• Direct Debit – for UK customers with bills under £2000

• Bank to bank transfer (BACS payment)

• Debit or credit card, with the option for repeat monthly billing

• PayPal

Setting up a Direct Debit payment
Only for UK customers with bills under £2000. Notice is given ten days in advance. Payment is usually
collected a month in arrears.

To set up a direct debit:

1. Log in to SIAM: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login

2. Select Finance > Overview to view the Finance overview page.

3. Under Finance settings, alongside Payment method, select .

The Payment Settings Change Request dialog box appears.

4. Select the Direct Debit(Monthly) option.

5. Select Request change.

The Direct Debit Setup Request form appears.

6. Select to download the DDI MANDATE NEW.doc form.

7. Complete the form details, then save the form.

8. Select Choose file to browse and select the saved form.

9. Select Open to attach the form to the Direct Debit Setup Request.

10. Select Upload Form to send the form to Eseye.

If the upload is successful, a Direct Debit Request Sent Successfully message appears in the
Payment Settings Change Request window.

If the upload is not successful, contact Support: support@eseye.com.

11. Eseye will send you an email confirming that the direct debit is set up.

Making a BACS payment
1. Log in to SIAM: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login

2. View a PDF invoice to find the Eseye BACS Payment Details.

For more information, seeViewing an invoice on page 70.
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3. Set up the payment using your bank account.

4. Notify Eseye that you have paid the bill using a BACS payment: accounts@eseye.com.

Include the following information in your email: invoice number as a payment
reference, as well as the amount paid.
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Paying with Paypal or a debit or credit card
Eseye accepts payments from:

• VISA Credit, VISA Debit, VISA Electron

• Debit Mastercard, Mastercard

• Paypal

After you complete an initial credit or debit card payment, Eseye offers a recurring payment service.

Before you begin
You will need:

• Purchase Order number

• Debit or Credit card, unless you are using Paypal

To pay the outstanding bill:

1. Log in to SIAM: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login

2. Select Finance > Overview to view the Finance overview page.

3. If you want to pay an amount, then select Make payment by Credit Card alongside either of the
following amounts:

Amount due – overdue amount. You owe this immediately.

Account balance – total amount owed, including the overdue amount.

The shopping cart appears, with the amount listed.

4. Alternatively, if you want to pay a specific amount, enter the required amount in the Amount
field, then select Make Ad-hoc Payment By Credit Card.

The shopping cart appears, with the specified amount listed.

5. Select Checkout.

6. On the Billing Address tab, ensure the Billing Address is correct.

7. If you need to change the billing address details, select Edit this address.
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8. Select Next Step to view the Options tab.

9. Type a mandatory Order Summary to help you identify this order.

10. Type a mandatory PO Number to reference your Purchase Order.

11. Type Additional Notes.

12. Select Next Step to view the Review Cart tab.

13. Review the payment, then select Make Payment.

The Sage Pay - Payment Selection window appears.

14. Select Paypal or your payment card provider.

15. If required, enter your debit or credit card details.

You may be required to authenticate your card.

16. Complete the payment.

17. If the payment fails, check that your SIAM contact details are correct.

For more information, see Editing your SIAM contact details on page 75.

If you have any problems, contact Accounts: accounts@eseye.com
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Editing your SIAM contact details
If you have not received an invoice, or you cannot process a payment, check that your contact details
are correct in SIAM.

To check your contact details:

1. Log in to SIAM: https://siam3.eseye.com/user/login

2. Select Finance > Details to view the Finance details page.

3. If you need to edit the details, select Edit.

The Update Finance Details page appears.

4. Make your changes, then select Save.

If your contact details are correct and you are having problems processing a payment or receiving
invoices, contact Accounts: accounts@eseye.com
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Understanding the SIM lifecycle
SIMs in normal operation go through a lifecycle. As they transition between states, the charges can
vary.

Factory: The SIM is manufactured and sent to Eseye. At this point, the SIM belongs to Eseye.

Pre-provisioned: Before a customer can activate one or more SIMs, they must sign a service contract,
agreeing to the associated costs. To ensure activation can take place successfully, all Eseye SIMs are
pre-provisioned for shipping and linked to an account. Some SIMs may have a package or SIM contract
assigned. At this point, the SIM belongs to the customer. Any associated charges will start when the
SIM is activated.

Pending payment: Depending on the service contract, a customer must purchase the SIM hardware
before they can activate the SIM. When payment is acknowledged, the customer can activate the SIM.
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Activating: Activation is a process that may take a while to complete while the SIM is provisioned.
During this process, the security and identity information is downloaded and programmed into the
SIM.

Testing: Depending on the service contract, customers may have a test phase for their SIMs. Speak to
your Account Manager for more information.

Active: The SIM is fully provisioned on the network and ready for use. The SIM is charged at standard
service charge rates.

Suspended (Eseye): Eseye has temporarily suspended the SIM functionality using an Eseye-configured
rule. Eseye suspends SIMs for non-payment, or if the SIM is not used for a period of time. At this point,
the SIM is able to connect to a network, although nobody can use it. Standard rate service charges
continue.

Disabled (Customer): The customer has temporarily suspended the SIM functionality using a customer-
configured rule. Customers may choose to suspend their SIM for the following reasons:

• To prevent unauthorised usage if the device is lost or stolen

• They want to move the SIM to a different device, but not immediately

• They are not using the device for a significant period of time, but want to maintain the same
SIM number for that device

At this point, the SIM is able to connect to a network, although nobody can use it. Standard rate
service charges continue.

Terminating: Eseye or the customer have requested termination.

Eseye may terminate a SIM for the following reasons:

• If the SIM is unused for a long period of time

• If the SIM is used outside of the terms of the service contract

• The SIM is broken

• If the customer account is in arrears

Customers may terminate their SIM for the following reasons:

• They are leaving Eseye

• The SIM or device is written off as lost or stolen

• The device is obsolete or destroyed

• Their customer no longer wants service

• Their customer stopped paying the bill

For more information, see Eseye standard terms and conditions on page 69.

Termination is not instant – Eseye must verify the termination to ensure no charges are owed on the
SIM. If the SIM is in contract, the customer is liable for the rest of the service charges up until the end
date of the contract. If charges are owed, the customer is sent a separate termination invoice. If all
outstanding charges are paid, the SIM progresses to Terminated.
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Terminated: If terminated, the SIM stops connecting to the network and nobody can use the SIM.
Service charges stop. The physical SIM and its associated numbers remain the property of the customer
for an extended period. After this, the number will revert to the pool of numbers that belongs to Eseye
and the physical SIM will need replacing if the customer wants to reuse the device.
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Understanding Service Contracts and packages
About Service Contracts
Service Contracts describe the agreed commercial contract between Eseye and the customer,
including:

• Where the SIMs will be deployed

• Services available – SMS and data

Voice is no longer offered, as it is not required for M2M communication. Voice is
included in this document for legacy reasons.

• SIM purchase price

• SIM activation charge

• Billing and rating

• Bundles

• Billing currency – Eseye does not support mixed currency billing within a portfolio account

If you need multiple currency billing, you must set up a new portfolio account and a new Service
Contract per currency. After a portfolio account is set up, you cannot change its currency.

• Contract length – describes the minimum contract term

When the contract length lapses, SIMs are not automatically terminated, and service will
continue on a rolling monthly contract. An active SIM will continue to accrue charges.

• Customer notes

For information about setting up one or more Service Contracts on your Eseye SIM estate, speak to
your Account Manager. Eseye will set up a package for you.
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About packages
A package contains the information required for Eseye to supply, provision and operate SIMs for a
customer. It defines commercial data (such as the tariff and billing terms), the available SIM services
(such as data, voice, SMS), and the technical provisioning data that is used to activate and operate
SIMs.

About package items
Your invoice details various package items and the price of consuming those services in a particular
country.

SIM usage is charged monthly in arrears for both monthly and annual service charge intervals.

Package items may include:

• Service charges

• SMS, data, and voice billing

• Bundled usage

• Pooling – see page 90

• Activation charges

Mobile Network Operator (MNO) billing
If MNOs send out their invoices after the Eseye billing date, then these charges are deferred to your
next monthly invoice.
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SIM purchase price
The cost of purchasing Eseye SIMs is either:

• Amortised into the service charge

• Charged as a component charge when you buy the Eseye SIM

If the cost is charged as a component charge, you are billed once on a separate hardware
invoice, rather than on the monthly service invoice.
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Understanding Activation charges
Eseye may apply a charge when a SIM is first activated.

This charge may cover the cost of the SIM, or provide an initial testing period. Speak to your Account
Manager for more information.

Activation charges
Eseye may apply a charge when a SIM is first activated.

This charge may cover the cost of the SIM, or provide an initial testing period. Speak to your Account
Manager for more information.

Service charges
While you are billed monthly to cover your SIM usage, the service charge per SIM can either be paid
incrementally as a monthly charge, or in a lump sum annually.

Service charges cover the following:

• Active subscription on the mobile network

Suspended SIMs are active SIMs.

• Any bundled usage
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Monthly billing service charges
Each active SIM on your account is billed a service charge a month in advance. A newly activated SIM
incurs a partial service charge from the day the SIM is activated for the number of days the SIM is
active. This is billed in arrears on the next invoice, in addition to the monthly service charge.
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Annual billing service charges
You pay service charges as a lump sum annually when you activate a SIM on an annual Service
Contract. Service renewal then occurs on the anniversary of activation for each SIM.

Customers who pay annual service charges for their SIMs will receive monthly bills, which include:

• The amount of out-of-bundle services used in the last month

• The annual service charge for each SIM that was activated during the past month

• Advance service charge renewal for each SIM approaching its activation anniversary within the
next month

For example:

A SIM activated on 10/03/2021 is billed for service charges from the 10/03/2021 through to the
09/03/2022 on the 01/04/2021 invoice. The 01/05/2021 invoice includes the SIM's usage for the
month of April, but no service charges as these are already billed. The following year, the annual
service charge renewal for that SIM will appear on the 01/03/2022 bill, and the renewed service will
start on the 10/03/2022.
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SMS, data, and voice billing
Eseye differentiates between SMS, data, and voice billing:

• SMS – the number of SMS messages sent by a SIM

• Data – the mobile data used by a SIM

• Voice – the voice calls used by a SIM

Voice is no longer offered, as it is not required for M2M communication. Voice is
included in this document for legacy reasons.

Usage is calculated within a calendar month, and billed in arrears.

For simplicity, SMS, data and voice charges are billed in priority zones, designed to provide
standardised pricing across multinational regions. The zones are defined in your Service Contract and
tailored for your use. Zone 1 often includes your countries of highest deployment. Where device
deployment is required globally, further zones are tailored to group countries and networks with
similar cost tariffs.

You can include the usage type in a bundle that you allocate to your SIM cards.
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Understanding data usage per SIM
Use the CSV Invoice to understand how much data each SIM uses.

To view SIM data usage in the CSV Invoice:

1. Select the row containing the ItemRefData (Column A).

2. Navigate to Description (column H) to view a description of Data.

3. Total data usage in bytes = Quantity + InBundleQuantity, where:

Quantity (column K) is the number of excess (overage) bytes used

InBundleQuantity (column S) is the number of bytes used inside the bundled amount

4. For kilobytes, divide the total by 1024.

5. For megabytes, divide the total by 1048576.
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Understanding SMS charges on the CSV invoice
Eseye may apply SMS charges for:

• Cellular network usage

• SMS API usage (subscription only)

The amount charged depends on your SIM contract and (if relevant) SMS API contract.

SMS message charges on the SIM contract
Depending on your SIM contract, charges may apply for AnyNet SIM cellular network usage, which
includes SMS messages and delivery receipts.

The SIM contract may have an agreed number of in-bundle SMS messages. You are not charged extra
for these unless you use more than the agreed amount. For information about bundles, see
Understanding bundled usage on page 89.

On the CSV invoice, the SMS charges for the SIM contract are shown against the relevant SIM number.
The transmission types and charges are described in the image and table below:

Transmission
type

Description Charge?

SMS MT, or

MT-SMS-DR

SMS mobile terminated, incoming message to the AnyNet SIM, or
the delivery receipt.

Usually no
charge

SMS MO SMS mobile originated. Outgoing message from the AnyNet SIM.
Charge depends on the agreed SIM contract terms.

SMS message charges on the SMS API contract
If you subscribe to the SMS API service, the usage charges are agreed in the SMS API contract.

Your SMS API contract terms may differ from those on your SIM contract.

SMS API charges include:
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• Incoming internet use of the AnyNet Messaging Service from the customer server.

• Sending or receiving SMS messages between the AnyNet Messaging Service and third party
SIMs.

On the CSV invoice, the SMS API contract charges are totalled per package according to transmission
type. The transmission types and charges are described in the image and table below:

Transmission
type

Description Charge?

API SMS MT Incoming messages (mobile terminated) from the customer server
to the AnyNet Messaging Service. Charge depends on the agreed
SMS API contract terms.

API SMS MO Outgoing messages (mobile originated) from the AnyNet Messaging
Service to the customer server.

Usually no
charge

MT SMS SMS mobile terminated. Incoming message from a third party SIM to
the AnyNet Messaging Service. Charge depends on the agreed SMS
API contract terms.

SMS MO SMS mobile originated. Outgoing message from the AnyNet
Messaging Service to a third party SIM, or the delivery receipt.
Charge depends on the agreed SMS API contract terms.
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Understanding bundled usage
You can prepay monthly for SIM usage bundles, which will give you a better price for data or SMS
usage than pay-as-you-go. Bundles are included in a SIM's monthly service charge. For example, a SIM
may have a 250MB data bundle, where it can use up to 250MB of data a month before incurring
further charges.

Any usage amount in excess of the bundle is known as the overage.

Voice is no longer offered, as it is not required for M2M communication. Voice is included in
this document for legacy reasons.

On the CSV invoice, the following columns show the SIM usage:

• Quantity – bundle overage

• Amount – the overage cost

• BundleQuantity – total bundle allowance

• InBundleQuantity – usage amount within the bundle allowance

Late billed usage from a network operator will cause a bundle adjustment for the previous month. This
is billed in arrears.
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Understanding pooling

You must request pooling for your service contract.

If you have allocated bundles with your SIMs, you can request to accumulate them into a pool, where a
set amount of service usage is shared across multiple SIMs. For example, five SIMs that are each on a
10 SMS bundle can be pooled to share the 50 SMS total between them. This means that if one SIM uses
5 SMSs, and another uses 15 SMSs, no overage is charged between them as they have pooled
resources. If the five SIMs use more than the 50 SMSs allocated in the pool, you are charged for the
overage (usage in excess of the pooled allowance). The overage is charged according to the
OutOfBundle tariff listed on your contract.

A pooled usage line is only listed at the bottom of an invoice when there is an overage.

Pooling only applies when it is set up for specific services on your service contract. For example, it
might apply to data but not SMS messages.

On your CSV invoice, the pool type is identified using the ItemRef, PackageID and PackageItemID.

If a SIM is pooled, its usage is recorded against the individual SIM, but any associated costs are
calculated against the pooled allowance.

If a pooled usage line appears on the CSV invoice, the following columns show the pooled usage:

• Quantity – pooled allowance overage

• Amount – the overage cost

• BundleQuantity – total pooled allowance

• InBundleQuantity – usage amount within the pooled allowance

Late billed usage will not cause a recalculation of pooled data.
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SIM termination fees
You can terminate a SIM at any time. If you terminate a SIM that has a monthly or annual service
charge, the following charges apply:

• If a SIM is still in contract, you are liable for the service charge to the end of that contract. You
will receive a separate termination invoice with the remaining service charges in one lump sum,
unless you have made a prior alternative arrangement with Accounts.

• If a SIM is no longer in contract, you may terminate it without incurring further service charges.
The deactivated SIM may appear on the next bill to allow for any usage within the last month,
prior to termination. SMS, data and voice overages are billed in arrears.

Service charges are non-refundable. You will not receive a refund for unused service if you terminate a
SIM part way through the billing period.

Termination is not instant – Eseye must first verify the termination.

Terminating a SIM is not the same as suspending a SIM. A suspended SIM will continue
connecting to the network, and service charges will continue. However, you cannot use the
SIM card in its suspended state. A terminated SIM cannot connect to the network.

For information about Eseye's standard terms and conditions, see Standard Terms and
Conditions.

The following example is for a SIM termination on a monthly service charge contract:
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Eseye PDF Invoice Example 
 

INVOICE 
The invoice summary. We recommend you print the first page for your records. 

  Eseye Ltd 
 20 Nugent Road 
 Surrey Research Park 
 Guildford 
 GU2 7AF, UK 

 

 

Invoice To: Ship To: 

Business/Customer name 

Customer address 
Provided if different from the invoice name and address. 

 

Mobile Connectivity Service  

Connections Under Management 

The total number of SIM cards billed on this invoice, including: 

• All active SIM cards. 

• All suspended SIM cards (for which the service charge continues). 

• SIM cards terminated in the last month (allows for any usage within the month 
before termination, as Data, SMS, and Voice charges are billed in arrears). 

 

Invoice Items Invoice Amount Invoice VAT 

Service Charges 
Total for all SIM cards in currency agreed on contract. 
 

VAT per 
item. 

Data Charges Total data charges for all SIM cards; only listed if one or 
more SIMs have data charges. 

 

Messaging Charges 
Total messaging charges for all SIM cards; only listed if 
one or more SIMs have SMS Charges. 

 

Calls Charges 
Total calls charges for all SIM cards; only listed if one or 
more SIMs have Voice charges. 

 

SUBTOTAL 
Nett invoice total (before VAT). 
 

 

VAT TOTAL Total VAT owed. 

TOTAL 
Gross invoice total (including VAT). 
 

 

Electronic payment is preferred 
Account Name: Eseye Ltd 
USD Account Number: 71xxxxxx 
USD Sort Code: 40-xx-xx 
USD IBAN: GBxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx53 
Bank Identifier Code (BIC8): xxxxxxxx 
Swift / Bank Identifier Code (BIC11): 
xxxxxxxxxxx 

Bank Details: 
HSBC Bank 
5 Great Underbank 
Stockport, 
Cheshire 
SK1 1LH, UK 

CompanyNumber: 
06397669  
VAT Number: 
GB921298326 

 
 
 

  

Contact Details: 
Phone: +44 1483 802507 
E-mail: 
accounts@eseye.com 
Web Site: www.eseye.com 

How to 
pay 
You can also 
pay using 
SIAM. 

Invoice Date Invoice 
Number 

Customer PO 
Reference 

Customer 
VAT 
Number 

<Invoice date>, for 
example 01/11/2020 
The invoice includes 
all charges up until 
(but not including) 
this date. 

<Unique 
reference 
number> 

<Related 
customer 
Purchase Order 
number> 

<VAT ID> 



Eseye PDF Invoice Example 
 

Example SIM card billing 
For accounts with less than 1000 SIM cards, the SIM cards are individually listed in the PDF. You can see 

further details for each SIM card in the accompanying CSV file, for example: Activation date. 

SIM Number: 89445xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  The SIM card ICCID. 

Phone Number: +44762xxxxxxxxx  The SIM card MSISDN. 

Package: 55555: CompanyX Widget 2MB pooled data  

 The Eseye SIM Contract number defining SIM card pricing and 
configuration. 

Friendly Name: London Widget  

 Customer defined in SIAM, to aid SIM card recognition (we 
recommend using the site location or data connection purpose). 
For more information, see the SIAM User Guide. 

Group Name: Group1   

Customer-defined in SIAM, for grouping similar SIM cards. 

Service Charges  

Covers both the active subscription on the HLR MNO and any bundled usage, billed in advance. 

Service Charge Period 01/11/2020 through 31/11/2020 

 Service charge for this invoice.  
Billed in advance. 

$ 0.30 

Service Charge Period 22/10/2020 through 30/10/2020 

Partial pro rata charge covering the period 
from activation.  
Billed in arrears. 

$ 0.15 

Data Charges  Data used by the SIM card in the billing period. Billed in arrears. 

Zone 1 Data - 5.54MB in excess of 2MB bundle 

Charges for one or more zones (geographic 
regions) uniquely defined on your SIM contract. 

Period 21/10/2020 through 31/10/2020 

 Dates during which charges were accrued.  
 Billed in arrears. 

$ 1.00 

Connection Total $ 1.45 
SIM Number: 89445xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Phone Number: +44762xxxxxxxxx 

Package: 44444: CompanyX 3MB/Month AnyNet (SMS+Voice) 

Friendly Name: UK_Airfreight 

Group Name: Group2 

Service Charges 

Service Charge Period 01/11/2020 through 30/11/2020 $ 1.15 

Data Charges 

Zone 1 Pooled Data - 0.29MB in excess of 3MB bundle Period 01/10/2020 through 24/10/2020 $ 0.00 

Zone 3 Data – 1.86MB within 2GB bundle Period 25/10/2020 through 31/10/2020 $ 0.00 

SMS Charges  SMS (small messaging service) used by the SIM card in the billing period. Billed in arrears. 

Zone 1 SMS MO - 3 SMS messages within 5 bundle Period 01/10/2020 through 01/10/2020 $ 1.71 

OffNetVoice Charges  Voice calls used by the SIM card in the billing period. Billed in arrears. 

Zone 1 Voice - 5 Mins dialled calls Period 20/10/2020 through 24/10/2020 $ 1.71 

Connection Total $ 2.86 

 

  

https://docs.eseye.com/Content/Resources/PDFs/UserGuides/8295%20SIAM%20User%20Guide.pdf


Eseye PDF Invoice Example 
 

Usage in excess where there is pooled bundle allowance 
The following section appears after the SIM card list, if pooled usage is applied to the current invoice. Data, 

SMS, or Voice charges are listed if usage is in excess of the pooled allowance. You can see further details for 

each listing in the accompanying CSV file, for example: which package the charge was made against.  

Data Charges (Pooled data charge example) 

Zone 1 Data - 1.14GB in excess of 40MB bundle Period 01/10/2020 through 31/10/2020 $ 11.68 
Connection Total $ 11.68 

Data Charges 
Zone 1 Data - 37.6MB in excess of 3.59GB bundle Period 01/10/2020 through 31/10/2020 $ 7.53 
Connection Total $ 7.53 
 



Eseye CSV Invoice Example

Invoice Date: 01/11/2020

ItemRef ICCID MSISDN DataMSISDN PackageID Package PackageItemID Description

Description: Package items 

charged per SIM.

SIM card ICCID. SIM card MSISDN. Circuit 

switched data 

number. Only 

assigned if 

package needs 

it.

Eseye SIM 

contract number. 

For defining SIM 

card pricing and 

configuration.

Eseye SIM contract description. Package item number defined 

on the SIM contract. Based on 

item usage type and tailored 

country zone.

Package item description.

Data format: String Integer Integer Integer Integer String Integer String

Service '***************1321' '+***********116' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '0' Service Charge

Service '***************1321' '+***********116' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '0' Service Charge (Example partial charge)

Data '***************1321' '+***********116' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '68827' Zone 1 Data - 71.3MB within 250MB bundle

Service '***************1351' '+***********119' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '0' Service Charge

Service '***************1953' '+***********179' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '0' Service Charge

Data '***************1953' '+***********179' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '68827' Zone 1 Data - 1.13GB in excess of 250MB bundle

SMS DR '***************1953' '+***********179' '' '17677' '17677 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '70249' SMS - 2 SMS messages

Service '***************1257' '+***********110' " '18103' '18103 - CompanyX 200min Pooled voice' '0' Service Charge

OffNetVoice '***************1257' '+***********110' " '18103' '18103 - CompanyX 200min Pooled voice' '70963' Zone 1 Voice 100min within 200min bundle

Service '***************1255' '+***********109' '' '18187' '18187 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '0' Service Charge

Data '***************1255' '+***********109' '' '18187' '18187 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '70822' Zone 1 Data - 125MB in excess of 250MB bundle

SMS '***************1255' '+***********109' '' '18187' '18187 - CompanyX 250MB Pooled data' '70826' Zone 1 SMSMO - 3 SMS messages

APISMSMT '***************4524' '+***********524' '' '10033' '10033 - CompanyX - SMS API' '33067' Zone 1 API SMS MT - 136 APISMSMT messages

SMS '***************4524' '+***********524' " '10033' '10033 - CompanyX -  SMS API' '34348' Zone 1 SMS - 130 SMS messages

For annual billing, each SIM card is charged for Service in advance.

Data, SMS, and Voice are billed in arrears.

For monthly billing, each SIM card is charged for Service in advance. If the SIM card was activated within the last month, a partial pro rata Service charge covering the 

initial activation period is also included, and billed in arrears.

In the example above, each SIM card is grouped with grey or white shading to help you understand that a SIM card might have multiple package items charged against 

it. Shading is not applied in the CSV invoice.
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Eseye CSV Invoice Example

Start Stop Quantity Currency Rate Amount FriendlyName GroupName Activated BundleQuantity InBundleQuantity MCC

First recorded 

use.

Last recorded 

use.

Amount item used in 

excess of allocated 

bundle during the 

billing period. 

Data=bytes; SMS=no. 

of messages; 

Voice=seconds

Billing 

currency.

Customer-defined 

in SIAM, for SIM 

card recognition.

Customer-defined 

in SIAM, for 

grouping similar 

SIM cards.

Date and time stamp 

when the SIM card 

was activated.

Total amount included in 

allocated bundle. 

Data=bytes; SMS=no. of 

messages; Voice=seconds

Amount used 

within the 

allocated bundle 

during the billing 

period. 

Data=bytes; 

SMS=no. of 

messages; 

Voice=seconds

Last recorded 

Mobile Country 

Code.

DD/MM/YYYY DD/MM/YYYY Integer String Decimal Decimal String String YYYY-MM-DD 

hh:mm:ss

Integer Integer Integer

01/11/2020 30/11/2020 USD 5.5 5.5 G11Warehouse1 'prod' '2020-10-20 00:00:00' 530

20/10/2020 30/10/2020 USD 0.63 0.63 G11Warehouse1 'prod' '2020-10-20 00:00:00' 530

09/10/2020 28/10/2020 0 USD 0 0 G11Warehouse1 'prod' '2020-06-25 00:00:00' 262144000 74754048 530

01/11/2020 30/11/2020 USD 5.5 5.5 G11Warehouse2 'prod' '2020-06-28 00:00:00' 530

01/11/2020 30/11/2020 USD 5.5 5.5 F17 'prod' '2020-08-20 00:00:00' 311

01/10/2020 31/10/2020 1214911488 USD 0 0 F17 'prod' '2020-08-20 00:00:00' 262144000 262144000 311

08/10/2020 08/10/2020 2 USD 0 0 F17 'prod' '2020-08-20 00:00:00' 0 0 311

01/11/2020 30/11/2020 0 USD 0 0 G12 'prod' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 530

09/10/2020 29/10/2020 0 USD 0 0 G12 'prod' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 12000 6000 530

01/11/2020 30/11/2020 USD 15 15 H33 'prod' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 730

01/10/2020 31/10/2020 130882560 USD 0 0 H33 'prod' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 262144000 262144000 730

28/10/2020 29/10/2020 3 USD 0.15 0.15 H33 'prod' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 0 0 730

05/10/2020 01/11/2020 136 USD 2.72 2.72 " 'API' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 0 0 530

07/10/2020 01/11/2020 130 USD 6.5 6.5 " 'API' '2020-09-09 00:00:00' 0 0 530

Currently, both Rate 

and Amount display 

the total billed 

amount for each 

item.
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SIAM Web Interface
The following sections describes the menus on the SIAM web interface.

SIMs menu
The SIMs menu provides the following pages which enable you to search for and edit SIM information:

• SIM List page below

• Activate page on page 100

• Bulk Activate page on page 101

• SIMs menu above

• SIM Audit Log page on page 103

SIM List page
The SIMs List page provides search filters to identify SIMs that meet a certain criteria, a table of results
to list the filtered SIMs and action buttons to perform actions on one or more SIMs in the list.

By default, the SIM List page displays the SIMs provisioned on your account.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search filters
The search filters provide different ways to filter the list of SIMs and only show results which match the
criteria defined in all of the applied search filters.

The following table describes the fields available on the search filters pane.

Field Description

Search For Specify a search string, the fields to which it is compared and the criteria that
defines whether the SIM matches.

To use the Search For filters
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Field Description

1. Select one or more of the following fields from the drop-down list:

• ICCID

• MSISDN

• SIMID

• IP

• Friendly Name

• IMEI

2. Select one of the following criteria, which determine how the search string
(below) is compared to the selected fields (above):

• Starting With – show results where any of the selected fields (above)
start with the search string (below).

• Ending With – show results where any of the selected fields (above)
end with the search string (below).

• Containing – show results where any of the selected fields (above)
contain the search string.

• Matching – show results where any of the selected fields (above)
exactly match the search string.

3. Specify the search string used to compare to the selected fields.

Leave the search string blank to search across all SIMs assigned to your
account.

Group Select the name of the group to restrict the results to only include SIMs that are
part of the selected SIM group/collection.

SIM State Select to only show SIMs that are currently in one of the following SIM states:

• All – show SIMs in any SIM state.

• Terminated

• Available

• Active

• Suspended

• PendingTermination

SIM Package Select a package to only show SIMs that belong to the selected package. Select All
to show SIMs that belong to any package.

SIM Data
Usage

Select to filter SIMs based on the amount of data they have used.

• All SIMs
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Field Description

• Only SIMs with no data usage

• Only SIMs with data usage

Search Select to display the results table for the selected search filters.

Results table
Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.

The following table describes the columns displayed after performing a search.

Field Description

Friendly
Name

An optional, user-defined name that can be used to help identify the SIM. For example,
the site location or purpose of the data connection.

ICCID Integrated Circuit Card Identifier. Unique identifier (up to 20 characters in length) for
SIM cards or profiles (when using an eUICC SIM).

MSISDN Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory Number. Unique identifier for a
mobile phone number that includes an international country code and a national
destination code identifying the subscriber’s operator.

IP The IPv4 address of the device containing the SIM.

Data
Usage

The total monthly data usage by the SIM for the current billing period.

Group The name of the group (SIM collection) to which you assigned the SIM.

Status The current state of the SIM:

• Terminated

• Available

• Active

• Suspended

Alert Displays the level of the data alert (if threshold is reached) defined in the alert profile
associated with the SIM. If there is a data alert level shown, the table cell is highlighted
and you can select the cell to display the SIM Alerts Summary.
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Field Description

Action
– Summary of activity

– Settings

– Network settings

– Contract settings

– Billing

– Messaging

– RADIUS

– NetFlow

– Control Panel

– SIM Audit Log

Perform
Bulk
Action

Only the Change Settings bulk action is available on this page.

Select Change Settings to display the SIM Settings dialog, where you change the SIM
state and other settings for the selected rows.

Activate page
The Activate page provides a table where you specify the SIMs to activate. If you have a number of pre-
provisioned SIMs, this page displays a link which loads the ICCID numbers of all pre-provisioned SIMs
into the table.
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To activate SIMs in bulk, see Bulk Activate page below.

The following table describes the fields on the Activate page.

Field Description

ICCID/SIM ID Integrated Circuit Card Identifier. Unique identifier (up to 20 characters in length)
for SIM cards or profiles (when using an eUICC SIM).

Friendly Name An optional, user-defined name that can be used to help identify the SIM. For
example, the site location or purpose of the data connection.

IMEI The International Mobile Equipment Identity number that identifies the device in
which the SIM currently exists.

Activate
Selected SIMs

Select check boxes next to the SIMs you want to activate and select Activate
Selected SIMs.

Activate All
SIMs

Select Activate All SIMs to activate all of the SIMs in the table.

Perform
Action

Use the Insert Line, Delete Line, Duplicate Line actions and Perform Action button
to add/remove/duplicate rows in the table of SIMs to activate.

Bulk Activate page
You can activate consecutive SIMs one box at a time (up to 200 SIMs), or using the Bulk Activation tool
(up to 5000 non-consecutive SIMs).
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The following table describes the fields on the Bulk Activate page.

Field Description

Bulk SIM boxfull
activation

Activates consecutive SIMs one box at a time (up to 200 SIMs).

The final digit in the SIM number is a check digit.

First The lowest numerical SIM number from the box to activate.

Last The highest numerical SIM number from the box to activate.

Activate Select to activate the SIMS.

Bulk Activation Activates up to 5000 non-consecutive SIMs.

Select Compatible
Package

The agreed tariff to apply to all the SIMs. Only the tariffs assigned to the
account are available for selection.

Group The group name that will appear on invoices. Groups can help identify SIMs.

ICCIDs A list of SIM numbers you want to activate, one per line. You can paste up to
5000 non-consecutive SIM numbers.

Activate SIM Select to activate the SIMs.

The activation process can take up to 60 minutes. When activated, the SIMs
become live on the network.

Clear Removes all ICCID values from the list.

Bulk Termination page
You can terminate up to 5000 non-consecutive SIMs at a time using the Bulk Termination tool.

If you terminate SIMs that are currently in contract, you are liable for the rest of the service
charges up until the end date of the contract.
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The following table describes the fields on the Bulk Termination page.

Field Description

ICCIDs A list of SIM numbers you want to terminate, one per line.

You can paste up to 5000 non-consecutive SIM numbers.

Terminate Select to terminate the SIMs.

SIMs that are not in contract are queued for termination. Termination is not instant –
Eseye must verify the termination.

SIMs that are currently in contract will incur further service charges.

Clear Removes all ICCID values from the list.

SIM Audit Log page
The SIM Audit Log enables you to search records of every action taken and every change made to all
SIMs associated with the user account.
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Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search
The search enables you to filter the list of SIM audit log records between a From and To date.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the required date.

Results
Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.

The following table describes the columns displayed for the SIM Audit Log records.

Field Description

Description Description of the activity or change.

Date The date of the change in the following format YYYY-MM-DD.

User The name of the user that made the change.

Ref The ICCID of the SIM on which the user made the change.

Information Detailed description about the change made.
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SIM Actions
The following SIM actions are displayed for each SIM on the SIM List page.

Where the icons are as follows:

• – Summary of activity

• – Settings

• – Network settings

• – Contract settings

• – Billing

• – Messaging

• – RADIUS

• – NetFlow

• – Control Panel

• – SIM Audit Log

Summary of activity

To display the summary of activity for a SIM, on the SIM List page on page 97 menu, select next to

the chosen SIM.
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Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields displayed in the summary of activity report.

Field Description

Report title Title of the report including the ICCID number and date and time of report
generation.

Network events

Last MCC /
MNC

The date and time of the last connection. The Value column displays the
mobile country code (MCC) and mobile network code (MNC), with the
network name shown in brackets.

Last LAI /CI The date and time of the last connection.

The Value column displays the last location area identifier (LAI) and
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Field Description

cellular identifier (CI).

The Action column displays a map icon ( ) if LAI and CI data is present.

Select the map icon to display the last recorded location information in
map form.

Device events

Last IMEI The ‘Date Time’ of the last IMEI connection. The ‘Value’ column will
display the last IMEI(International Mobile Equipment Identity) that the
SIM connected to.

Data Events

Last User
Name

The user name of the last person to use the device.

Last Session
Start

The start time of the last session.

Last Session
Stop

The end time of the last session.

Last Session
Total

The quantity of data used (in bytes, kilobytes, megabytes or gigabytes) in
the last session.

This Month
Total

The total amount of data used this month (in bytes, kilobytes, megabytes
or gigabytes).

Messaging Events

Last MT SMS The ‘Date Time’ of the last received SMS. The ‘MSISDN’ column displays
the MSISDN of the device that sent the SMS.

Last MO SMS The ‘Date Time’ of the last sent SMS. The ‘MSISDN’ column displays the
MSISDN of the device that received the SMS.

Voice Events

Total voice
this month
(seconds)

The total number of seconds of voice calls used this month.

Last
MT Voice
Call

The data and time of the last mobile terminated voice call.

Last
MO Voice

The data and time of the last mobile originated voice call.
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Field Description

Call

Settings

To display or edit the settings for a SIM, on the SIM List page on page 97 menu, select next to the

chosen SIM.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields displayed in the SIM settings report.

Field Description

Friendly
Name

An optional, user-defined name that can be used to help identify the SIM. For example,
the site location or purpose of the data connection.

User Field
1 ... 5

Optional text boxes used to identify the SIM.

Group The name of the group (SIM collection) to which you assigned the SIM.

When editing this field, use the text box to define a new group box or use the drop-
down list to select an existing group.
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Field Description

IMEI The International Mobile Equipment Identity number that identifies the device in which
the SIM currently exists.

Device
Model

The device model(s) created on your account.

Alert
Profile

Lists the alert profiles assigned to the SIM.

Report
Profile

Lists the report profiles assigned to the SIM.

Edit Select to edit the fields for this SIM.

Network settings

To display the settings for a SIM, on the SIM List page on page 97 menu, select next to the chosen

SIM.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields displayed in the Network settings report.
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Field Description

ICCID Integrated Circuit Card Identifier. Unique identifier (up to 20 characters in
length) for SIM cards or profiles (when using an eUICC SIM).

Status The current state of the SIM:

• Terminated

• Available

• Active

• Suspended

If the SIM status is available, the Change State button is not
displayed.

Change State Select to display the SIM Change State dialog where you can change the
state of the SIM from Active to Terminated or Suspended.

This dialog does not allow you to change the state once a SIM is
terminated or suspended.

Attribute

IMSI The unique International Mobile Subscriber Identity number that
identifies a cellular network subscriber. Network operators use the IMSI to
authenticate a SIM on the network.

If the SIM has multiple IMSIs, each is displayed as a new row (attribute) in
this table.

MSISDN Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory Number. Unique
identifier for a mobile phone number that includes an international
country code and a national destination code identifying the subscriber’s
operator.

For SIMs with multiple IMSIs, one MSISDN is designated as the primary
MSISDN.

For IoT devices that support receiving instructions via SMS, you
must use the primary MSISDN when sending MT SMS messages
from your mobile phone or when using the SMS API.

IP Address One or more IPv4 addresses associated with the IMSI.

When using regionalised routing, this table displays multiple IP addresses
for the same IMSI, where each IP address corresponds to either the:
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Field Description

• Home data centre – the data centre at which the operator's
network terminates.

• Local data centre – a region-specific data centre based on
proximity to devices on the operator's network.

Internet traffic is normally egressed onto the internet
from the data centre connected to the operator. This
means that the source IP address may change if the device
is routed from a different data centre.

When Eseye use OTA messages to switch IMSIs or profiles, the IP address
will change because the Eseye data centres that assign the IP addresses
use different IP address ranges for each operator.

Contract settings

To display the settings for a SIM, on the SIM List page on page 97 menu, select next to the chosen

SIM.
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Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields displayed in the SIM Contract Settings report.

Field Description

ICCID Integrated Circuit Card Identifier. Unique identifier (up to 20 characters
in length) for SIM cards or profiles (when using an eUICC SIM).

Status The current state of the SIM:

• Terminated

• Available

• Active

• Suspended

Change State Select to display the SIM Change State dialog where you can change the
state of the SIM from Active to Terminated or Suspended.

This dialog does not allow you to change the state once a
SIM is terminated or suspended.

Attribute

Activation Date The date of the most recent activation.

Termination
Date

The date the SIM contract is due to be terminated (if applicable).

Contract Start The date on which the SIM contract started.

Contract End The date the SIM contract ends.

Billing Interval The frequency of invoices.

Billing Date The date of the next billing invoice.

Package
Identifier

Unique identifier for the package.

Package
Description

Brief summary of the package contents.

Package Name The user-defined name assigned to the package.
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Billing

To display the settings for a SIM, on the SIM List page on page 97 menu, select next to the chosen

SIM. This displays a breakdown of the activity of the SIM. This is the only place to view the SMS activity
of a SIM including the data, SMS, and voice usage and subsequent charges.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search

The search enables you to filter the billing records.

Field Description

From

To

Filter the list of billing records between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the

required date.

Show Select which activities are shown. By default, all activities (Data, SMS and Voice) are
shown.

Search Select to filter the billing records using the values in the From, To and Show fields.

Results

Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.
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The following table describes the fields displayed in the Billing report.

Field Description

Activity The usage type: Data, SMS or Voice.

Description Textual description of the assigned tariff.

Start Start date and time for the usage measurement.

Stop Stop date and time for the usage measurement.

Quantity The amount of data (bytes, unless otherwise stated), SMS (number of SMS
messages) or voice (seconds) used.

Price The calculated charge for the current usage.

Messaging

To display a log of the messaging activity for a SIM, on the SIM List page on page 97 menu, select

next to the chosen SIM.

Search

The search enables you to filter the messaging records.

Field Description

From

To

Filter the list of messages between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the

required date.

Show Select which messages to show in the results table:

• Select all – shows all messages.

• MT SMS – Mobile-terminated SMS (sent to the device)
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Field Description

• MO SMS – Mobile-originated SMS (sent from the device)

• MT USSD – Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) message (sent to the
device)

• MO USSD – USSD message (sent from the device)

• API – API-generated message

Search Select to filter the billing records using the values in the From, To and Show fields.

Results

Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.

The following table describes the fields displayed in the messaging report.

Field Description

Date Time The date and time that the device sent or received the message.

MSISDN Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory Number. Unique identifier for a
mobile phone number that includes an international country code and a national
destination code identifying the subscriber’s operator.

Direction Whether the message was an MT SMS, MO SMS, MT USSD, MO USSD or API message.

Status The status of the SMS message: Recieved, Sent, Blocked or Delivered.

Text The text contained in the SMS message.

RADIUS

To display the log of network authentication information for a SIM, on the SIM List page on page 97

menu, select next to the chosen SIM.
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Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

If you would like to receive RADIUS data in greater detail, speak to your Account Manager about the
Push API.

Search

The search enables you to filter the list of RADIUS log records between a From and To date.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the required date.

Results

Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.

The following table describes the fields displayed in the RADIUS session log.
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Field Description

Session
Start

The date and time that the RADIUS session started.

Session
Stop

The date and time that the RADIUS session stopped.

Data
Usage

The data usage of the session.

IMSI The unique International Mobile Subscriber Identity number that identifies a cellular
network subscriber. Network operators use the IMSI to authenticate a SIM on the
network.

MCC
MNC

The MCC and MNC connected to in the session.

Total Total data usage across all sessions in the search results.

NetFlow

To display the NetFlow activity for a SIM, on the SIM List page on page 97 menu, select next to the

chosen SIM. NetFlow data enables you to track traffic flow and volume per SIM, and outputs Mobile
Terminated (MT) and Mobile Originated (MO) data in a graph that you can drill into.

The NetFlow dialog displays a graphical breakdown of data transmission over time. The blue bars are
MT (received), and the black bars are MO (sent) data transmissions. The default view displays an entire
month of data, with each bar representing one day. You can change the current data window using the
arrows above the graph.

Selecting one bar will update to show a new graph with one bar representing an hour and the whole
graph covering a day. Selecting an hour bar will update to show a new graph, with one bar
representing a minute and the whole graph covering an hour.
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If you would like to receive NetFlow data in greater detail, speak to your Account Manager about the
Push API.

Results table

The table below the graph provides a breakdown of the data in the graph in tabular form.

To scroll through all of the pages, use the numbers above the table.

The following table describes the fields represented in the table and graph.

Field Description

Date
(Day/Hour/Minute)

Displays the day, hour or minute representing one of the bars on the bar
chart.

MO Bytes The data usage for mobile originated data for the SIM over the selected
time window.

MT Bytes The data usage for mobile terminated data for the SIM over the selected
time window.

Total Bytes The total data usage across all bars on the chart.

Control Panel

To send a test SMS, test USSD, or ICMP ping to the SIM, on the SIM List page on page 97 menu, select

next to the chosen SIM.
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The following table describes the fields displayed on the SIM Control Panel.

Field Description

Enter Payload Specify the text to send to the SIM via SMS or USSD.

Send via SMS Select to send the payload (defined above) to the device via a test SMS message.

Send via USSD Select to send the payload (defined above) to the device via a test USSD message.

ICMP Ping Select to perform an ICMP ping.

Cancel
Location

Select to remove the subscriber from the HLR using the location cancellation
procedure defined in sections 3.6.1.3 and 4.2 in 3GPP TS 23.012. This causes a
failure in the next attempt (by the modem in the device) to send data, which
typically causes the device firmware to restart the connection.

Restarting the connection can be useful if you suspect the firmware or
modem are in an unusual state, or to terminate data sessions. For example,
if an operator API gateway does not support RADIUS packet of disconnect
(PoD) messages, the cancel location procedure can terminate the data
session between the device and the operator API gateway.

SIM Timeline Select to display a timeline of SIM activity for all IMSIs related to the ICCID.

SIM Audit Log

To display the settings for a SIM, on the SIM List menu, select next to the chosen SIM. This

displays the SIM Audit Log page in a dialog.
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The SIM Audit Log displays a record of every action taken, and change made, to all SIMs associated
with the selected SIM.
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Settings menu
The Settings menu provides the following pages which enable you to view package information, create
alerts, generate reports and define device models:

• SIM Packages page below

• Alert Profiles page on the next page

• Device Models page on page 127

• Reporting Profile page on page 127

• Messaging API page on page 129

• Audit Log page on page 130

SIM Packages page
The SIM packages page lists all of the packages associated with this account, and enables you to view
and edit package information.

Search
Use Show to filter the packages to display: Select All, Active, Suspended, Legacy, Unsigned.

Select Search to update the records in the results table.

Results

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the columns displayed for the SIM Audit Log records.
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Field Description

Package ID Unique identifier for the package.

Package Name Name of the package which typically contains information about the package items.

Status The status of the package: 

• Active

• Suspended

• Unsigned

• Legacy

No. of SIMs The number of SIMs assigned to the package.

Actions
– edit package details (friendly name, status)

– download service contracts.

Alert Profiles page
The Alert profiles page enables you to send alerts, or suspend SIMs when Financial, Data, Messaging,
Voice or Device limits are reached.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the alert profile page.

Field Description

Profile Name Unique name for the alert profile.

Default If a profile is set as the Default, this indicates that all new SIMs are assigned to this
profile unless otherwise specified.

No. of Devices The number of devices using this alert profile.
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Field Description

Action
– edit the alert profile.

– delete the alert profile.

Add New Alert
Profile

Select to add a new alert profile.

Add/Edit alert profile dialog
To display the Alert Profile dialog, add or edit an alert profile.
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The following table describes the fields on the Alert Profile dialog.

Field Description

Name

Profile
Name

Unique name for the alert profile.

Default
Profile

If a profile is set as the Default, this indicates that all new SIMs are assigned to this
profile unless otherwise specified.

Financial
Alerts

Define up to three levels of financial alerts that are triggered when the SIM charges
for the current billing period exceed the overage thresholds defined (below) for each
level.

Enable For each alert level, select one of the following:

• Not used – do not alert users when SIM exceeds the configured alert level
threshold.

• Alert – sends an email to every user assigned to the package for the SIM that
exceeded the alert level threshold.

• Suspend – suspends the SIM that has exceeded the the alert level threshold.

Value of
Overage per
month

For each alert level, specify a value for the amount over the agreed monthly cost of
the bundle that will trigger an alert.

The values for alert level 1 must be lower than alert level 2, which must be lower
than alert level 3.

You must not include the currency icon in the value.

Data Alerts Define up to three levels of data alerts that are triggered when the data usage for the
SIM in the current billing period exceeds the thresholds defined (below) for each
level.

Enable For each alert level, select one of the following:

• Not used – do not alert users when SIM exceeds the configured alert level
threshold.

• Alert – sends an email to every user assigned to the package for the SIM that
exceeded the alert level threshold.

• Suspend – suspends the SIM that has exceeded the the alert level threshold.

Value For each alert level, specify the value and units for the amount of data used in the
current billing period that will trigger an alert. The units can be bytes, kilobytes,
megabytes, gigabytes or expressed as a percentage of the data usage defined in the
bundle.
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Field Description

The values for alert level 1 must be lower than alert level 2, which must be lower
than alert level 3.

Messaging
Alerts

Define up to three levels of messaging alerts that are triggered when the number of
SMS messages sent in the current billing period exceeds the thresholds defined
(below) for each level.

Enable For each alert level, select one of the following:

• Not used – do not alert users when SIM exceeds the configured alert level
threshold.

• Alert – sends an email to every user assigned to the package for the SIM that
exceeded the alert level threshold.

• Suspend – suspends the SIM that has exceeded the the alert level threshold.

Messages
per month

For each alert level, specify the number of SMS messages sent in the current billing
period that will trigger an alert.

The values for alert level 1 must be lower than alert level 2, which must be lower
than alert level 3.

Voice Alerts Define up to three levels of voice alerts that are triggered when total duration of all
calls in the current billing period exceeds the thresholds defined (below) for each
level.

Enable For each alert level, select one of the following:

• Not used – do not alert users when SIM exceeds the configured alert level
threshold.

• Alert – sends an email to every user assigned to the package for the SIM that
exceeded the alert level threshold.

• Suspend – suspends the SIM that has exceeded the the alert level threshold.

Calls per
month

For each alert level, specify the total duration of calls (in seconds, minutes or hours)
in the current billing period that will trigger an alert.

The values for alert level 1 must be lower than alert level 2, which must be lower
than alert level 3.

Device
Alerts

Trigger a device alert when the SIM is being used by an IMEI for which it is not
registered.

IMEI Alert Select one of the following:

• Not used – do not use device alerts.

• Alert – sends an email to every user assigned to the package for the SIM when
there is an IMEI mismatch.
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Field Description

• Suspend – suspends the SIM when there is an IMEI mismatch.

Save Select to save the changes to the alerts.

Device Models page
The Device Models page defines devices that you assign to SIMs on the SIM Settings page.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the Device Models page.

Field Description

Profile Name Unique name for the device profile.

Default If a profile is set as the Default, this indicates that all new SIMs are assigned to
this profile unless otherwise specified.

No. of Devices The number of SIMs assigned to this device model. You assign SIM to devices on
the SIM Settings page.

Action
– edit the Device Name and Default values..

– delete the device model.

Add New
Device Model

Select to add a new device model.

Reporting Profile page
The Reporting Profile page defines report profiles that you assign to SIMs on the SIM Settings page.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the Reporting Profile page.

Field Description

Profile Name Unique name for the report profile.

Default If a profile is set as the Default, this indicates that all new SIMs are assigned to
this profile unless otherwise specified.

No. of Devices The number of SIMs assigned to this reporting profile. You assign SIMs to devices
on the SIM Settings page.
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Field Description

Action
– edit the report profile.

– delete the reporting profile.

Add New
Report Profile

Select to display the Add Report Profile dialog (below) where you add a new
report profile.

Add/Edit report profile dialog
The Add/Edit Report Profile dialog is where you can add a new report profile or edit existing report
profiles.

The following table describes the fields on the Add/Edit Report Profile dialog.

Field Description

Profile
Name

Unique name for the report profile.

Default If a profile is set as the Default, this indicates that all new SIMs are assigned to this
profile unless otherwise specified.

SIMs
Report

Displays a row for each of the following SIM reports:
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Field Description

• Estate Report – monthly report that provides a breakdown of individual SIM
usage and details, contract terms, network changes, and SIM status,
authentication and location information.

• Group Usage Report – daily, weekly or monthly report that displays data usage
across all SIMs.

• No Data Used Report – weekly or monthly report that displays the ICCID and
MSIDSN of active devices that have not used any data in the past month,
including the SIM status and where the device was last seen.

• SIM Audit Report – weekly or monthly report that displays alert triggers on
specified SIMs.

• SIM Location Report – weekly or monthly report that displays the number of
devices per country for all SIM cards in your estate.

• Suspension and Termination Report – daily, weekly or monthly report that
displays when a SIM card status was initiated, including all activations,
terminations, manual suspensions, and alerted suspensions, by ICCID and
MSISDN.

Enable Select the check box to enable the report.

Interval Specify whether the report is generated Daily, Weekly or Monthly.

Action
Only displayed when editing the report profile.

Select Run Now to trigger the report.

Save Select the add/edit the reporting profile.

Messaging API page
The Messaging API page is where you configure the API user details.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the Add/Edit Report Profile dialog.
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Field Description

API Username Unique username for the messaging API user.

API Password Only displayed when editing information.

The password for the messaging API user.

MT Enable Whether the user is permitted to send MT messages.

MO Enable Whether the user is permitted to send MO messages.

MO POST URL The mobile originated POST URL.

API MSISDN The MSISDN to use for the messages.

API Whitelist of IP Addresses /
API Whitelist Enable

A list of IP addresses that are allowed to use the messaging API
to send and receive messages.

Action
– edit the messaging API.

Audit Log page
The Settings Audit Log displays a record of every action taken, and change made, to the settings
associated with your account.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search
The search enables you to filter the list of Settings audit log records between a From and To date.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the required date.
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Results
Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.

The following table describes the columns displayed for the SIM Audit Log records.

Field Description

Description Description of the activity or change.

Date The date of the change in the following format YYYY-MM-DD.

User The name of the user that made the change.

Ref The package identifier on which the user made the change.

Information Detailed description about the change made.
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Activity menu
The Activity menu provides the following pages which enable you to view notification, report and alert
information:

• Notifications page below

• Alerts page on the facing page

• Reports page on page 134

Notifications page
The Notifications page displays all of the notification messages sent.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search
The search enables you to filter the notifications.

Field Description

From

To

Filter the list of notifications between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the

required date.

Show Select which notification classifications to show. By default, all activities (Network,
Management and Application) are shown.

Search Select to filter the notification records using the values in the From, To and Show fields.
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Results
The following table describes the columns displayed for the SIM Audit Log records.

Field Description

Date Time The date and time of the notification.

Classification Whether the notification is related to network, management or application
information.

Severity The severity of the notification: Minor, Major or Severe.

Message The notification text.

Alerts page
The Alerts page displays read-only information about Finance, Data, Messaging and IMEI Alerts. Alerts
are also sent via e-mails to Engineering users.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search
The search enables you to filter the alerts.

Field Description

From

To

Filter the list of alerts between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the

required date.
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Field Description

Show Select which alerts type to show. By default, all types (Finance, Data, Messaging, IMEI
and Calls) are shown.

ICCID Integrated Circuit Card Identifier. Unique identifier (up to 20 characters in length) for
SIM cards or profiles (when using an eUICC SIM).

Search Select to filter the notification records using the values in the From, To and Show fields.

Results
The following table describes the columns displayed for the SIM Audit Log records.

Field Description

Date
Time

The date and time of the alert.

Type Whether the alert is about Finance, Data, Messaging, IMEI or Calls.

ICCID Integrated Circuit Card Identifier. Unique identifier (up to 20 characters in length) for
SIM cards or profiles (when using an eUICC SIM).

Subject Whether reaching this limit triggered an alert or a suspension

Reports page
The Reports page displays a history of the generated reports.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.
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Search
The search enables you to filter the reports.

Field Description

From

To

Filter the list of reports between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the

required date.

Show Select which report type to show. By default, SIM and Account types are shown.

Search Select to filter the notification records using the values in the From, To and Show fields.

Results
The following table describes the columns displayed for the reports.

Field Description

Date Time The date and time of the report.

Type Whether the report is a SIM or Account report.

Subject The subject of the report.

Action
– download a PDF version of the report.

– download a CSV version of the report.

Messaging API page
See Messaging API page on page 129.
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Admin menu
The Admin menu provides management of user accounts and sub-accounts using the following sub-
menu options:

• Users page below

• Referral Codes page on page 138

• Sub Accounts page on page 139

• Audit Log page on page 140

Users page
The Users page lists the users for this account and their user role privileges.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the Users Page.

Field Description

Username The username used to log in to the SIAM portal.

Must be between 6 and 32 characters in length, and should contain only letters,
digits, '-', '_', or be a valid email address.

Email Address The email address for the user.

Admin Select to give this user Admin user role privileges.

Finance Select to give this user Finance user role privileges.
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Field Description

Engineering Select to give this user Engineering user role privileges.

Logistics Select to give this user Logistics user role privileges.

Enabled Enable or disable the user's SIAM account.

Action
– edit

– delete

– email two factor authentication QR code to user. This icon indicates that two

factor authentication is enabled for all users of this portfolio.

Save changes Select to save the changes to the user privileges.

Add user Select to display the Add User Details dialog where you can add information for a
new SIAM user.

Add/Edit User Details dialog
The Add/Edit User Details dialog lets you add or edit user details.

The following table describes the fields on the User Details dialog.
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Field Description

Username The username used to log in to the SIAM portal.

Must be between 6 and 32 characters in length, and should contain only letters,
digits, '-', '_', or be a valid email address.

Email
Address

The email address for the user.

This email address will be used to verify the user before they can log in to
SIAM.

Password The SIAM login password for this user. Must be a minimum of 6 characters, and
contain at least one lower case letter, one upper case letter, and a numeric digit.

Salutation Salutation for the user. Choose between: Mr, Mrs, Dr, Ms, Miss, Sir or Prof.

Firstname First name of the user. Must be at least two characters long.

Surname Surname of the user. Must be at least two characters long.

Job Title The job title of the user. This is useful to identify their required user privileges.

Phone
Number

A contact number for the user.

User
privileges

Select which user role(s) to provide to this user: Admin, Finance, Logistics,
Engineering.

Save Select to save the changes.

Referral Codes page
The Referral Codes page is where you create unique referral codes that you can send to create new
users on this account. A referral code is a code or password you create to give a user access to a sub-
account.

We recommend a secure password of a mixture of characters.

The following table describes the fields on the referral codes page.
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Field Description

Referral Code Specify a unique referral code, at least six characters in length, to send to the user.

Code Type Specify one of the following referral code types to send to the user:

• Single Use – creates a code for a sub account that can only be used once.

• Perpetual – creates a reusable code for sub accounts.

• Tie – creates a new user on your account.

Billing Specify whether to add the user, who will be sent this referral code, to the Parent
account or a Sub Account.

Status Displays New for newly created referral codes.

Action
– edit the referral code information (Referral Code, Type and Billing fields).

– delete the referral code.

– specify one or more email addresses to which to send the referral code.

When specifying a list of email addresses, use commas (,) or semi-colons (;) to
separate the email addresses.

Add Sub
Account
Referral Code

Select to add a new referral code by specifying the Referral Code, Type and Billing
fields and selecting Create.

Sub Accounts page
The Sub Accounts page enables you to view and log in to SIAM sub accounts.

The following table describes the fields on the sub accounts page.

Field Description

Company
Name

The name of the company for which the user works.

Portfolio The name of the portfolio assigned to the user.
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Field Description

Name

Created The date on which the sub account was created. The date format is: YYYY-MM-DD.

SIMs The number of SIMs assigned to this sub account.

Action
– select to log in as the sub account, which only has access to the SIMs menu on

page 97, Settings menu on page 121, Activity menu on page 132, Admin menu on
page 136 and Support menu on page 152 menus.

Logging in on a sub account will automatically log you out of your current
account.

Audit Log page
The Audit Log page enables you to search for all changes made on the Admin menu options.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search
Filter the list of audit log records between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the required date.

Select Search to update the records in the results table.
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Results
Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.

The following table lists the fields in the results table on the audit log page.

Field Description

Event Description of the admin event or change.

Ref A reference number for the event. Typically it's the ICCID of the SIM on which the
user made the change.

Date The date (YY-MM-DD) of the audit log event.

User The name of the user that made the change.

Information Detailed description about the change made.
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Finance menu
The Finance menu enables you to make payments, edit billing details and view transaction history
using the following pages:

• Overview page below

• Details page on the facing page

• Transactions page on page 145

• Audit Log page on page 146

Overview page
The Overview page enables you to download forms to change the contractual name and payment
methods, and to make payments.

Select the export to PDF ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the information displayed on

the page.

The following table describes the fields on the Overview page.

Field Description

Contractual Name The name of the portfolio who is liable for this account.

– select to download the party name change request form, which you

must complete and upload to request the name change.

Finance Settings

Payment method Displayed the current payment method, which is one of:

• Invoiced – payments are made in response to invoices.
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Field Description

• Credit Card (Monthly) – Eseye will contact you to confirm credit card
details.

• Direct Debit (Monthly) – Eseye will contact you and request you to
complete a DirectDebit form.

– select to edit the payment method and select Request change.

Email Statement Select the check box to enable receiving monthly statements via email.

If you change this setting, select the update icon ( ) to request the

changes.

Statement

Amount due The amount overdue on this account.

Account Balance The total amount outstanding on this account.

Amount The amount of the payment made using the Make Ad-hoc Payment by Credit
Card button.

Make Ad-hoc
Payment by Credit
Card

Select to make a payment to Eseye for the amount in the Amount field
above.

Details page
The Details page enables you to view and edit billing details.
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Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the Details page.

Field Description

Billing Address
Details

Billing Company The name of the company that placed the order.

Address Line 1 The first line of the address to which the order will be sent.

Address Line 2 The second line of the address to which the order will be sent.

Town or City The town or city to which the order will be sent.

State or County The state or county to which the order will be sent.

Postcode The postcode to which the order will be sent.

Country The country to which the order will be sent.

Billing Contact
Details

Contact Name The name of the billing contact who will pay for this order.
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Field Description

This should be a finance specific contact. For example, an employee in
the accounts department.

Telephone A contact number for the billing contact.

Email Address Email address of the billing contact.

Billing References

VAT reference The VAT reference number for the company.

Company number The unique company registration number for the company.

PO reference The unique reference number for the purchase order.

Edit Select to edit the billing details.

Transactions page
The Transactions page displays a list of historical transaction records.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search
The search enables you to filter the transaction records.

Field Description

From

To

Filter the list of transaction records between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the

required date.

Show Select which transaction records are shown. By default, all activities (Data, SMS and
Voice) are shown.
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Field Description

Search Select to filter the billing records using the values in the From, To and Show fields.

Results
Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.

The following table describes the fields in the results table on the Transactions page.

Field Description

Type of transaction The type of transaction, which is one of the following:

• Credit Note

• Cheque

• DirectDebit

• Bank Transfer

• Credit Card

• Debit Card

• Cash

• Standing Order

• Journal

• Payment

• Invoice

Transaction reference number Unique identifier for this transaction.

Date of transaction The date of the transaction.

Due date, only for invoices The due date for payments made after receiving invoices.

Amount (in the agreed
currency)

The amount of money in the transaction (in the agreed currency).

Tax The amount of tax in the transaction (in the agreed currency).

Balance (in the agreed
currency)

The balance (in the agreed currency) before the transaction was
made.

Audit Log page
The Audit Log page enables you to search for all changes made on the Finance menu.
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Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search
Filter the list of audit log records between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the required date.

Select Search to update the records in the results table.

Results
Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.

The following table describes the fields in the results table on the audit log page.

Field Description

Description The type of change made.

Date The date of the change.

User The user who made the changes.

Reference The reference number for the change.

Information Textual description of the change.
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Ordering menu
The Ordering menu enables you to manage previous and new orders using the following pages:

• Shop page below

• Cart page below

• Order History page on the facing page

• Delivery Address page on page 150

Shop page
The Shop page displays a list of products you can buy directly through the SIAM portal.

For a full list of available products or services, contact your Eseye Account Manager.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the Shop page.

Field Description

Order Code Code that uniquely identifies the order.

Description Textual description of the package which typically includes data limits or available
services.

Price The cost of purchasing a single order.

Qty The quantity of the item you wish to purchase.

Action
– adds the order to the shopping cart.

Cart page
The Cart page displays the items currently in the shopping cart.
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Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the shopping cart page.

Field Description

Description Textual description of the package which typically includes data limits or available
services.

Qty The quantity of the item you wish to purchase.

If you update a quantity, select the action to update the shopping cart.

Amount Displays the cost of each item and the total cost of the order.

Action
– select to update any changes made to the row item in the shopping cart.

– select to remove the item from the cart.

Checkout Select to proceed to the checkout page where you must:

• Supply or edit the delivery address and contact details.

• Specify a billing address.

• Edit order-specific delivery options

• Review and place your order.

Order History page
The Order History page enables you to search for and view all of the orders in the last four months.
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Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search
The search enables you to filter the order history.

Field Description

From

To

Filter the list of order records between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the

required date.

Show Select which types of orders are shown. By default, all order types (New, Pending and
Dispatched) are shown.

Search Select to filter the order history records the values in the From, To and Show fields.

Results
The following table describes the fields on the Order History page.

Field Description

Reference The unique reference number for the order. Select the reference number to display
delivery details and addresses.

Date The date of the order.

User The user that placed the order.

Status The status of the order: New, Pending or Dispatched.

Delivery Address page
The Delivery Address page is where you view and edit the device address and delivery contact details.
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Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the Delivery Address page.

Field Description

Delivery Address Details

Company Name The name of the company that placed the order.

Address Line 1 The first line of the address to which the order will be sent.

Address Line 2 The second line of the address to which the order will be sent.

Town or City The town or city to which the order will be sent.

State or County The state or county to which the order will be sent.

Postcode The postcode to which the order will be sent.

Country The country to which the order will be sent.

Delivery Contact Details

Contact Name The name of the delivery contact who will receive this order.

Telephone Number A contact number for the user.

Edit Select Edit to update the delivery address and delivery contact details.
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Support menu
The Support page is where you raise new, and manage existing, support tickets.

Tickets page
The Tickets page lets you search all of your support tickets.

Search
Filter the list of support tickets created between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the required date.

Select Search to update the records in the results table.

Results
Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.

The following tables describes the fields on the tickets page.

Field Description

Ticket Unique identifier for the ticket that SIAM assigns after the ticket is raised.

Created Date The date (YY-MM-DD) and time (hh:mm:ss) that the ticket was raised.

Status The current status of the ticket, which can be: New, Pending, On hold, Solved or
Closed.

Subject The title of the ticket.

Priority The importance of the ticket: Low, Normal, High and Critical.
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Field Description

Reported The name of the user who raised the ticket.

Action
– Edit ticket information.

– Close the ticket.

Raise New
Ticket

Select to raise a new ticket.

To raise a new ticket
1. Display the Support > Ticket menu.

2. Select Raise New Ticket, which displays the New Ticket page.

3. Supply the following information: 

• Title

• Message

• Classification

• Priority

4. Select Create New Ticket.

To edit an existing ticket
1. Display the Support > Ticket menu.

2. Search for and identify the ticket you want to edit in the results table.

3. Select the icon, which displays the View Ticket dialog.

4. Edit the following information:

• Title

• Message

• Classification

• Priority

5. Select Create New Ticket.
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Account menu
The Account menu provides the following menus which enable you to view and edit information
specific to your user account:

• Account Details page below

• Notifications (My Account Settings) page on the facing page

• Account Reports page on page 157

• Account Audit Log page on page 159

• Logout – logs the current user out of the SIAM v3 portal.

Account Details page
The Account Details page enables you to view and edit your user details and password.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields displayed on the account details page.

Field Description

User Name The username used to log in to the SIAM portal.

Must be between 6 and 32 characters in length, and should contain only letters,
digits, '-', '_', or be a valid email address.

Firstname First name of the user. Must be at least two characters long.

Surname Surname of the user. Must be at least two characters long.

Job Title The job title of the user. This is useful to identify their required user privileges.

Business
Sector

Description of the business sector in which the user's company operates.
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Field Description

Email
Address

The email address for the user.

Phone
Number

A contact number for the user.

Edit Details Select to edit your user account details. 

Change
Password

Select to change your password.

Notifications (My Account Settings) page
The Notifications page configures when to notify you of certain events.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the notifications page.
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Field Description

Notifications • Notifications

• New Products/News Updates – send notification emails about new
products and news updates.

• Logistics Notifications

• Notify me of orders – send notification emails when there is a new
order on your account.

• Finance Notifications

• Notify me on invoices – send notification emails when there is a new
invoice available for your account.

• Report Profile Notifications

• SIM Admin Reports – send notification emails for updated SIM admin
reports.

• SIM Usage Reports – send notification emails for updated SIM usage
reports.

• Alert Profile Notification

• Alert Notification – send notification emails when there is a change
to the SIM Settings.

• Tech Notifications

• Network Events – send notification emails when there are reported
network issues.

• Application Events – send notification emails when there are any
application-related issues. For example, any issues with the SIAM
portal.

• Management Events – send notification emails when there are
reported management issues.

• Admin Notification

• User Permission Changes – send notification emails when there are
changes to user permissions.

Enable Alongside each notification, select the enable check box to trigger sending
noticiations emails.

Interval For some notifications, you can select when to trigger the notification emails.
Currently, only On Event is supported.

Update Select to save the changes to the enabled notifications.
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Account Reports page
The Accounts Reports page enables and updates the frequency of reports.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

The following table describes the fields on the Accounts Reports page.

Field Description

Report Displays one of the following reports:
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Field Description

• Admin Reports

• Account Audit Report – date and time stamps user access to the account,
as well as notifications sent. Use this PDF report to track SIAM access and
who is responsible for received notifications.

• Account Snapshot Report – lists portfolio details, including active users,
current packages, total data usage. This report gives you a broad
understanding of the data your SIM card estate consumes, and who is
accessing the estate.

• Packages Audit Report – date and time stamps when a signed Service
Contract form is uploaded on a SIM Package, and the user responsible for
the change.

• Profiles Audit Report – date and time stamps user activity on the
Reporting Profile, such as when a new profile is created or edited.

• Finance Reports

• Account Statement Report – billing statement that enables you to quickly
see any outstanding balance owed to Eseye. Your connectivity will cease
functioning when bills are unpaid.

• Finance Audit Report – date and time stamps user changes to billing
information, such as password and address updates, or payment method
approval and so on.

• Logistics Reports

• Logistics Audit Report – date and time stamps user activity on an order,
such as when the order is placed, shipping prepared, or dispatched.

• Engineering Reports

• Messaging Audit Report – date and time stamps user activity on the SMS
API or against an individual SIM card, such as password and MO POST URL
changes.

• Networking Audit Report – details network changes, such as assigned IP
addresses. This report gives system administrators visibility of network
changes to help assess the impact of those changes on devices.

For information about reports, see 8680 Available Reports Overview (PDF).

Enable Select to enable the report generation.

Interval Specify the frequency of report generation: Daily, Weekly or Monthly.

Action Select Run Now to generate the report.

Update Select to save the changes.
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Account Audit Log page
The Account Audit Log page enables you to search for all changes made on the Account menu.

Select the export to PDF ( ), export to CSV ( ) or print ( ) buttons to export or print the

information displayed on the page.

Search
Filter the list of account audit log records between the From and To dates.

Select the calendar icon ( ) to display a calendar from which you can select the required date.

Select Search to update the records in the results table.

Results
Search results are displayed in pages with a configurable number of records shown on each page (10,

20, 50, 100 and 500). Use the previous , next , first page and last page buttons to

navigate the list of results.

The following table lists the fields in the results table on the account audit log page.

Field Description

Description The account event or change.

Date The date (YY-MM-DD) of the audit log event.

Ref The user action or username of the account.

Information Detailed description about the change made.
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